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SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS
Taking the starting point of the Scottish Heat in Buildings Strategy, the recommendations
in this report are addressed to the Scottish Government unless otherwise noted.

Remove uncertainty to ensure all actions are no regrets
• Identify areas suitable for district heating and potential
dedicated hydrogen networks this year to allow unhindered
roll out of individual solutions in all other areas.
• Ensure a full matrix of practical and financial support
suitable for all households.
• Communicate standards early to allow timely planning by
households and the supply chain.
• UK Government to reform energy pricing to improve the
economics of electrification.
Enable effective standards through changes to Energy
Performance Certificates (EPC) and Standard Assessment
Procedure (SAP)
• Reform the metrics used on the Scottish EPC to include a
heat demand indicator, an energy use indicator and a carbon
emissions indicator to support standards.
• UK Government to implement a range of improvements to
the SAP, underpinning EPCs.
Introduce a fabric energy efficiency standard to enable
efficient, flexible heating
• Define a new metric for the fabric energy efficiency standard,
expressed in kWh/m2/yr.
• Define a minimum standard that ensures homes can be
heated more efficiently, through lower flow temperature
water, and at flexible times, without compromising comfort.
• Require compliance with the standard from 2025 at the
trigger points of sale, major renovation, extension and
conversion.
• Bring forward the proposed backstop date for full
compliance from 2033 to 2030 to bring into line with the start
of the phase out of mains gas boilers.

Phase out fossil fuels for heating through incentives,
triggers and backstops
• Phase out replacement fossil fuel boilers through
performance or prescriptive standard for new heating
systems in Building Regulations. Introduce the phase-out
from 2025 for off-gas homes and 2030 for on-gas homes, and
from 2025 when a home with a boiler beyond its notional
end of life is sold.
• Deliver full phase-out through restrictions on the sale,
purchase or use of fossil fuels for heating, and phase-out of
the gas grid. Backstop dates for the end of the use of fossil
fuels in heating for off-gas homes by 2030 or 2035 and for
on-gas homes by 2045.
• Scottish Government to work with the UK Government
to align dates and approaches to overcome barriers due
to devolved power limitations. UK Government to bring
forward the start of the off-gas phase-out from 2026 to 2025
and introduce a phase-out of mains gas boilers from 2030.
UK Government and regulator to come forward with a plan
for the decommissioning of the gas grid as soon as possible.
• Introduce incentives to replace off-gas boilers coming to an
end of their life, combined with achieving the fabric energy
efficiency standard, before 2030.
• Use signalling and incentives to drive replacement of on and
off-gas boilers before 2030.
Enable compliance for more complex, multi-occupancy
buildings
• Apply both fabric efficiency and heat standards to the whole
building, not just individual units, potentially simultaneously
to reduce disruption and administrative burden.
• Use whole building triggers and area-based or archetypebased backstop dates.
• Additional unit-based triggers for whole building assessment
and renovation plan.
Utilise existing compliance structures and resource local
authorities to enable and enforce
• Implement enforcement through existing conveyancing and
building control compliance mechanisms, a new heating
system register and use of the EPC register.
• Limit exceptions and enable full compliance.
• Resource local authorities as the main enabling and
enforcement body.
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1. Introduction

The Climate Change Committee’s 2021 report to the Scottish
Parliament notes Scotland’s laudable ambitions for emissions
reductions, and highlights the need for a comprehensive,
detailed policy framework to achieve them.1
In October 2021 the Scottish Government published an
ambitious Heat in Buildings Strategy,2 which, if delivered, the
Climate Change Committee assesses would put Scotland at
the forefront of heat decarbonisation in the UK. This strategic
document sets out the Government’s approach to reducing
the carbon emissions associated with heating Scotland’s
buildings, as well as the need to tackle fuel poverty. It outlines
the key aims and challenges involved and identifies a range
of policy decisions required to support delivery. These are
the subject of a series of public consultations, some of which
have already commenced during 2021–22, with the aim of
introducing a regulatory framework in 2023–25.

The authors acknowledge the dynamic nature of work on
this topic at present, and the steep learning curve across the
industry and third sector as well as within government. As
such, the recommendations are not intended as definitive,
rather as a contribution to the debate, making the best use of
current knowledge.

This report presents the results of research commissioned
by the Existing Homes Alliance Scotland to develop detailed
proposals for the regulation of existing owner-occupied
housing in Scotland. The research takes the Heat in Buildings
Strategy as a starting point on which to build and create a
practical framework. The report aims to inform and support
the development of fair and effective regulation, as part of
a package of measures including advice, finance and supply
chain development, in order to meet both climate change and
fuel poverty objectives. Research was carried out through a
process of literature review and discussion with stakeholders.
It builds upon earlier work by the Existing Homes Alliance in
responding to the consultation on regulation in existing owneroccupied homes in 2019–20203 and subsequent research
during 2021.4
The aim is to deliver on Scotland’s climate targets and at
the same time capture the significant benefits for Scottish
households and economy. Reducing energy use and reliance
on imports, and increasing investment and jobs in clean
energy sectors are clear economic wins. Perhaps the most
compelling benefits, however, are offered to households in
the form of healthy homes, lower bills and massively reduced
exposure to highly volatile fossil fuel prices.

1

Climate Change Committee (2021) Progress reducing emissions in Scotland – 2021 Report to Parliament.
theccc.org.uk/publication/progress-reducing-emissions-in-scotland-2021-report-to-parliament

2

Scottish Government (2021) Heat in Buildings Strategy. gov.scot/publications/heat-buildings-strategy-achieving-net-zero-emissions-scotlands-buildings

3

Maby, C. (2020) Improving energy efficiency in owner-occupied homes in Scotland. Existing Homes Alliance Scotland.
existinghomesalliancescotland.co.uk/information/istrong-support-for-energy-performance-standards-in-scotlands-homes

4

Stewart, F.A. (2021) Regulating for Zero Emissions Homes. A Research Report for the Existing Homes Alliance.
existinghomesalliancescotland.co.uk/information/regulating-for-zero-emissions-homes-research-report-and-policy-briefing
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2. The strategic and legislative context

The Heat in Buildings Strategy develops one significant strand
of action to achieve the aims of the Climate Change (Emissions
Reduction Targets) (Scotland) Act 2019,5 which set legally
binding targets to achieve net zero greenhouse gas emissions
by 2045, with interim targets of 75% emissions reduction by
2030 and 90% by 2040. It also responds to the urgent need to
tackle fuel poverty, which is exacerbated by the recent rapid
rise in gas prices.
The key targets and regulations in the Heat in Buildings
Strategy relating to owner-occupied existing housing are:

•

Headline target - zero emissions building stock by 2045,
taking a fabric first approach:
› Proposed regulation to ensure that all homes achieve a
good level of energy efficiency, at least equivalent to an
Energy Performance Certificate (EPC) band ‘C’ by 2033,6
with reform of EPC assessment and metrics.
› Proposed regulation, to the extent that devolved powers
allow, to phase out the installation of new or replacement
fossil fuel boilers in existing homes not on mains gas from
2025 and those on mains gas from 2030.
› Proposed regulation for mixed-tenure and mixed-use
buildings to comply with both efficiency and zero
emissions heat standards by 2040-45.

•

Aim for homes occupied by fuel poor households to be EPC
C by 2030 and equivalent to EPC B by 2040, in support of
statutory fuel poverty targets.7

•

Provisional target for 22% of non-electrical heat in buildings
to be directly supplied by renewable sources by 2030, up
from the current 4% estimated in the Strategy.

•

Target for the vast majority of the 170,000 off-gas homes
using oil, liquified petroleum gas (LPG), and solid mineral
fuels, as well as one million homes connected to mains gas
to convert to zero emissions heating by 2030.

•

Zero emissions heat installations to increase from around
3,000 a year currently to at least 124,000 between 2021 and
2026, and peak at 200,000 a year in the late 2020s.

•

Statutory targets for the expansion of heat networks to reach
output of 2.6TWh of thermal energy output by 2027 and
6TWh by 2030.8

Standards in the Strategy extend to all homes. The EPC C
standard will apply to privately rented homes at change of
tenancy from 2025 and across the sector by 2028. Social
housing is expected to meet an EPC B milestone in 2032.
New homes will use zero emissions heat from 2024 under
the proposed New Build Heat Standard. The Strategy also
outlines the existing framework of financial and practical
support to all sectors and commits to at least £1.8 billion
capital investment over the next five years.
The Scottish Government is working within a complex policy
landscape. Regulatory action in Scotland must take account
of what is happening in the rest of the UK due to the limits
to devolved powers, which do not extend to, for example,
energy markets, competition, consumer protection and
product standards. It is, as yet, unclear how and whether
Scotland would be permitted to legislate unilaterally,
particularly if this affects UK energy markets. Pending further
clarification, it is assumed for the purposes of this report that
this will not pose a significant barrier to action, as long as the
direction of travel is broadly aligned.

5

Scottish Government (2019) Climate Change (Emissions Reduction Targets) (Scotland) Act 2019. legislation.gov.uk/asp/2019/15/enacted

6

Where achieving this standard is not possible due to, for example, method of construction, cost of measures required, measures having an unacceptable negative impact on the
fabric or structure, or the need for 3rd party permissions, properties will be required to achieve the highest standard possible, installing those measures recommended by the
EPC assessment that are technically feasible and cost-effective.

7

The Fuel Poverty (Targets, Definition and Strategy) (Scotland) Act 2019 aims for there to be, as far as is reasonably possible: no more than 15% of households in fuel poverty and
5% in extreme fuel poverty in 2030; and no more than 5% in fuel poverty and 1% in extreme fuel poverty in 2040. The Act makes statutory provision for the 2030 EPC C target.

8

Heat Networks (Scotland) Act
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The UK Government’s Heat and Buildings Strategy,9 contains
fewer firm targets and regulations than the Scottish strategy.
The key features relating to existing owner-occupied
housing are:

•

Fabric first approach described but details on new energy
efficiency measures to follow. Aim for as many homes as
possible to reach EPC C by 2035 is restated.

•

Ambition to phase out the installation of mains fossil gas
boilers from 2035.

•

Consultation launched on regulation to phase out fossil fuel
boilers off the gas grid in England10 at replacement from
2026, with a ‘low temperature heat pump’ first approach.11

•

Ambition for industry to reduce the costs of heat pumps by
at least 25-50% by 2025 and towards parity with fossil gas
boilers by 2030:
› Consultation launched on a market-based mechanism
placing an obligation on manufacturers to increase the
penetration of heat pumps in the market for fossil fuel
boilers, to meet the UK target of 600,000 heat pumps
installed a year by 2028.12
› Boiler upgrade scheme grants of £5,000 or £6,000 for
households in England and Wales to incentivise heat pump
installation, with a total budget of £450 million from 2022
to 2025.

•

Commitment to take a decision in 2022 on measures to
rebalance gas and electricity prices to favour electrification
by moving levies from electricity to gas and to expand
carbon pricing over this decade.

•

Strategic decision on the role of hydrogen for heat in
buildings by 2026.

Both strategies contain funding and frameworks for the
expansion of district heating.
The headline targets within these three strategic documents
are set out in Figure 1.

9

BEIS (2021) Heat and Buildings Strategy. UK government. gov.uk/government/publications/heat-and-buildings-strategy

10

The consultation proposes that regulations may be implemented via changes to Building Regulations which extend to England only.

11

BEIS (2021) Phasing out the installation of fossil fuel heating in homes off the gas grid. https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/
attachment_data/file/1026356/domestic-offgg-consultation.pdf

12

BEIS (2021), ‘Market-based mechanism for low carbon heat’: consultation. gov.uk/government/consultations/market-based-mechanism-for-low-carbon-heat
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Figure 1: Key features of Scottish and UK heat decarbonisation strategies for owner occupied housing
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Also relevant is the European Union’s European Green Deal
and wide-ranging changes to the climate framework to achieve
the 2030 target of 55% emissions reductions.13 Although
Scotland is no longer within the EU, the European Union
(Continuity) (Scotland) Act 2021 defines the intention to
remain aligned with EU legislation. Of central relevance is the
Energy Performance of Buildings Directive, under revision. Also
relevant is the proposed extension of the EU Emissions Trading
Scheme to heating and transport fuels. Whilst the introduction
of this carbon price is directionally positive, extends the capand-trade climate architecture to the buildings sector and
improves the economics of electrification, analysts conclude14
that it is just one piece of the framework needed and does not
negate the need for regulations such as those proposed in the
Buildings Directive, summarised on the right.

Key elements of the proposed recast Energy
Performance of Building Directive
The European Commission’s proposal for the recast
Directive was published on 15th December 2021 and
will be subject to change through negotiations during
2022. At the time of writing, elements relevant to the
decarbonisation of existing homes include:

•

New minimum energy performance standards
requiring the worst performing homes, in Energy
Performance Certificate (EPC) classes F and G to be
improved to EPC F by 2030 and EPC E by 2033. Member
States are encouraged to set out a further trajectory of
performance targets in their national renovation plans.

•

EPC frameworks to be harmonised so all national
systems use the A-G classification. Building stocks
to be redistributed across the bands so that 15% of
buildings fall into class G. Lifetime of D-G class EPCs
reduced from 10 years to 5 years. New triggers for an
EPC of major renovation and rental contract renewal.
Publicly accessible national EPC databases.

•

Renovation passports to be introduced by the end
of 2024 based on a common European framework.
Adoption of the framework is mandatory but building
owners are not required to get a Renovation Passport
for their building.

•

Member States should set out policies in their national
renovation plan to phase out fossil fuels in heating and
cooling – with a view to completing phase-out by 2040.

•

Clarification that Member States may set requirements
related to the greenhouse gas emissions of, or to the
type of fuel used by heat generators, meaning that
Member States may introduce fossil heating phase out
regulations.

13

European Commission (online content) A European Green Deal. ec.europa.eu/info/strategy/priorities-2019-2024/european-green-deal_en

14

Buildings Performance Institute Europe (2021) Introducing a carbon price on heating fuels – An effective signal for faster decarbonisation? bpie.eu/publication/introducing-acarbon-price-on-heating-fuels-an-effective-signal-for-faster-decarbonisation/; Thomas, S., Sunderland, L. & Santini, M (2021) Pricing is just the icing: The role of carbon pricing
in a comprehensive policy framework to decarbonise the EU buildings sector. raponline.org/knowledge-center/pricing-just-icing-role-carbon-pricing-comprehensive-policyframework-decarbonise-eu-buildings-sector/
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3. Knowing the destination

To set the context for developing a regulatory framework for heat in Scotland’s homes, it is essential to develop a clear
picture of where we are now and of the achievable zero emissions future scenarios in the timeframes under consideration.
This clarity provides the basis for practical pathways that regulation and the broader framework of policies aim to facilitate.

3.1 Current situation
Whilst the energy efficiency of Scottish homes has been improving gradually, the vast majority, almost 90% of the 2.5
million homes, still use fossil fuels for heating as shown in Figure 2. Over two million, or 81%, use mains gas. Around
170,000, or 7%, use high carbon, non-mains gas fuels including oil, LPG and solid mineral fuels such as coal. Only around
10% of Scottish homes are heated with electricity, 1% by biomass, and 1% through communal systems.
Figure 2: Breakdown of primary heating fuel in Scottish homes

Electricity
262,000, 10%
Mains gas
2,016,000, 81%

Biomass
16,000, 1%
Communal heating
34,000, 1%

Oil
129,000, 5%
LPG bulk or bottled
18,000, 1%

Oil, LPG and solid
mineral fuel
167,000, 7%

Solid mineral fuel
20,000, 1%

SOURCE: SCOTTISH HOUSE CONDITION SURVEY, 2019 IN SCOTTISH GOVERNMENT (2021) HEAT IN BUILDINGS STRATEGY

Considering the owner-occupied stock alone, the breakdown is
broadly similar, with slightly more homes using mains gas and
slightly fewer using electricity.15
The dominance of mains gas means that most homes are
fitted with a boiler distributing heat through a wet system
of pipes and radiators. Boiler systems combusting mains
gas, bottled gas, oil or biomass generally deliver heat
through using high flow temperatures and therefore with
relatively quick response times. Both technical building
systems and occupant behaviours are predominantly
adapted to this heat delivery system.

It is also notable that the energy performance of homes
using oil, LPG or solid fuels is likely to be worse overall
than the stock connected to the gas grid. The housing
stock that is not on the gas grid has a disproportionate
number of detached homes and older, pre-1919 homes.
More than 40% of properties using off-gas fossil fuels
have solid walls, in contrast to only around a fifth of
mains gas and electrically heated properties.16 Only a
small proportion, 18%, of the solid wall stock has wall
insulation compared to over 70% of the stock of cavity
wall construction.17

15

Scottish Government (2020) Scottish House condition survey: 2019 key findings – tables and figures.
gov.scot/publications/scottish-house-condition-survey-2019-key-findings/documents. Table 6

16

Scottish Government (2020) Scottish House condition survey: 2019 key findings – tables and figures. Table 6 and Moyes, D. & Morrison, K. (2018) Off-gas consumers: Updated
information on households without mains gas heating. Citizens Advice Scotland. cas.org.uk/publications/gas-consumers-updated-information-households-without-mains-gasheating

17

Scottish Government (2020) Scottish House condition survey: 2019 key findings. Tables 12 & 13
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3.2 A zero emissions future
Scotland’s commitment to fully decarbonise by 2045 leaves
just over 20 years to deploy solutions suitable for every
home. The emphasis is, however, on early action – with 75%
of reductions to be achieved by 2030, and 90% by 2040.18
Clarity on the decarbonised destination for different house
types and in different locations across Scotland will allow this
deployment to progress more swiftly. Knowing the destination
allows clear and timely large-scale planning, more certainty
and clearer guidance for homeowners to plan beginning-toend renovations, and foresight for the relevant industries
and supply chains to scale up. Ultimately this allows a more
efficient transition.

3.2.1 Accelerating action by removing uncertainty

The big shift needed, both in Scotland and the rest of the UK,
is to swiftly move away from fossil fuel combustion, whether
this is within the home, as a source of heat for a heat network,
or as the fuel for electricity generation. For homes, this means
replacing the mains gas, LPG, oil and solid mineral fuel heating
and hot water sources that have been a feature of the majority
of our homes for decades.

Continuing uncertainty risks hindering swift progress,
therefore scrutiny of the areas of uncertainty is essential.

For every home the solution is a combination of an efficient
building fabric and a zero-emissions heating source for hot
water and any residual space heating requirement. The
relevant technologies to achieve the necessary emission
reductions are already proven and available within commercial
markets. Given the slow progress to date and the swift
acceleration needed, all no- and low-regrets actions must be
prioritised now. The Heat in Buildings Strategy sets out those
that the Scottish Government will prioritise immediately:

•

Energy efficiency

•

Heat pumps in buildings off the gas grid, currently using high
carbon heating fuels.

•

Heat pumps in buildings using mains gas where they are
likely to be cost effective in the short term, and in areas least
likely to receive mains hydrogen in future.

•

Low and zero emissions heat networks in areas deemed
suitable.

Examining the gaps between these no-regrets actions reveals
the implicit uncertainties around homes and technologies
within the Scottish Heat in Buildings Strategy:

•

Properties on the mains gas network for which heat
pumps would be more expensive to install and to run at
current gas and electricity price differentials

•

Areas where 100% green hydrogen may be delivered to
homes

•

Areas to be served by district heating.

To ensure that heat pumps in homes on the mains gas grid
are a clear no-regrets solution, rebalancing longer term gas
and electricity prices is important to make running costs
comparable with a gas boiler. The current gas price crisis
has brought gas and electricity prices closer, tipping the
balance in favour of heat pumps, and measures to rebalance
prices should retain this. This significantly simplifies the
assessment of the no-regrets solutions for homes on the gas
grid, making it a consideration of investment costs alone.
The second uncertainty holding back swift action is around
the potential to deliver mains hydrogen for home heating.
Evidence outlined in section 3.2.2.6 below illustrates that
hydrogen is unlikely to be affordable or even available as a
mainstream heating fuel, limiting its use to a small number
of potential dedicated hydrogen networks.
Therefore, the main uncertainties that would hinder swift, noregrets decision-making are ones of timing:

•

Identification of zones for district heating (and possible
hydrogen networks in a very small number of areas), which
should be addressed by swift area-based planning and
robust Local Heat and Energy Efficiency Strategies.19

•

Long-term rebalancing of electricity and gas prices.

In addition, to aid swift action on the no-regrets decisions by
individual households, support for upfront investment and
market development measures to reduce costs are needed.

18

Scottish Government (2019) Climate Change (Emissions Reduction Targets) (Scotland) Act 2019. legislation.gov.uk/asp/2019/15/enacted

19

Scottish Government (2020) Local Heat and Energy Efficiency Strategies (LHEES): phase 2 pilots evaluation. https://www.gov.scot/publications/local-heat-energy-efficiencystrategies-lhees-phase-2-pilots-evaluation/
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3.2.2 Assessing the options

3.2.2.2 Heat pumps

This section provides more detail on the technical options
for Scottish homes to underpin this assessment of low- and
no-regrets options.

Electricity is decarbonising far more swiftly than heat. The
equivalent of 98.6% of gross electricity consumption in
Scotland (total generation minus net exports) came from
renewables in 2020, up from 89.8% in 2019.20 The UK has set
a target for the electricity system to be fully decarbonised
by 2035.21 Therefore, for homes already connected to the
electricity system, electricity is a readily available energy
carrier, suitable for a zero emissions future. This is true for
homes on and off the gas grid.

3.2.2.1 Fabric energy efficiency
The first no-regrets option is energy efficiency. Whatever the
zero emissions heating system suitable for a home, adequate
energy efficiency is key to increasing comfort, reducing fuel
bills and, essentially, alleviating fuel poverty. The ‘fabric first’
approach, incorporated into a whole house renovation plan, is
important for several reasons:

•

Improved fabric efficiency reduces the size of any heating
system required to effectively heat the home. This reduces
investment costs for the heating system and reduces or
removes the need for upgrades to pipes and radiators in a
home heated by a heat pump. Importantly, it also reduces
the ongoing cost of heating.

•

Fabric energy efficiency across the whole stock helps to
safeguard against fuel poverty and protects households from
energy price volatility, ensuring comfort and affordable bills
for all households, wherever they live.

•

Fabric energy efficiency allows homes to retain heat for
longer periods, increasing comfort and resilience in the event
of outages or emergencies, and allowing electric heating
schedules to be moved to off-peak times.

•

Higher fabric efficiency allows heat to be delivered through
lower flow temperatures in wet heat distribution systems,
making heating systems more energy efficient.

•

Fabric improvements reduce the overall heat demand from
homes and therefore the new load to be electrified. With the
electrification of sectors such as heating and transport, the
capacity of electricity generation and distribution and the
socialised costs of upgrades are crucial cost factors.

Heat pumps produce heat from electricity at significantly
higher efficiencies than other electric heaters or other
decarbonised fuel heat sources and are therefore expected to
be a primary technical solution. Figure 3 illustrates that heat
pumps can provide heat using between five and six times
less renewable electricity generation than green hydrogen.22
They use three or more times less renewable electricity than
direct electric heaters. The dominant air to water and ground
to water technologies can also be retrofitted to existing wet
heat distribution systems, with or without upgrades to fabric
efficiency, pipework or radiators – although adaptations are
preferable to maximise efficiency and comfort.

20

Scottish Government (Dec 2021) Annual energy statement and quarterly statistics bulletin. gov.scot/publications/quarterly-energy-statistics-bulletins

21

BEIS (2021) Net zero strategy: Building back greener. gov.uk/government/publications/net-zero-strategy

22

LETI (2021) Hydrogen: A decarbonisation route for heat in buildings? leti.london/hydrogen
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Figure 3: Comparison of heat delivery efficiencies between hydrogen and heat pumps
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Data source - Prof David Cebon[7]

It is these high efficiencies that contribute significantly to bringing the running cost of a heat pump in line with a gas boiler (see
section 3.2.3). Studies show that heat pumps are suitable for all home types23 and there is no evidence to suggest that they cannot
operate effectively in Scotland’s climate.24 They are likely to be the most cost-effective green heating solution for most consumers25 –
alongside low carbon
L E T Iheat networks - and can be expected to become the dominant heat generation source for Scottish
07 homes.

23

Energy Systems Catapult (2021) Heat pump installation statistics. A report for the Department for Business, Energy and Industrial strategy.
es.catapult.org.uk/news/electrification-of-heat-trial-finds-heat-pumps-suitable-for-all-housing-types

24

Burns, F., Strachan, S. & Clark, T. (2021) Heat pump use in Scotland - an evidence review. A report by Changeworks and Delta-EE for Climate Exchange.
climatexchange.org.uk/research/projects/heat-pump-use-in-scotland-an-evidence-review

25

Foster, S., Hughes, F., Woods, S., Joos, M. & Tahir, F. (2021) Goodbye gas: Why your next boiler should be a heat pump: Comparative study of green heating options for
consumers, 2025-2040. A report by Element Energy for BEUC. beuc.eu/publications/goodbye-gas-heat-pumps-will-be-cheapest-green-heating-option-consumers/html
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3.2.2.3 District and community heating

3.2.2.6 Hydrogen has limited use in home heating

District and community heating systems served by
decarbonised heat sources, such as large-scale heat pumps
or waste heat, are another primary heat solution for Scottish
homes. Whereas district heating serves multiple buildings
in a geographical area, community heating serves one
building with multiple units. They offer several benefits.
Agnostic of heat source, they can be adapted to use a single
or combination of sources. The infrastructure can provide
heat storage capacity to help balance heat demand and
renewable energy generation. District and community
systems also offer space efficiencies in high density areas
where space is limited in the individual building or unit.

Mains hydrogen piped into homes has serious limitations
which will restrict its role in decarbonising home heating, as
indicated by a growing body of literature.27 Green hydrogen is
the only fully decarbonised form of hydrogen, and makes up
only 0.1% of all hydrogen production.28 Given the high value of
green hydrogen, its use will be prioritised for applications for
which there is no suitable alternative, particularly in industry
and transport, as illustrated in Figure 4.29 Residential heating is
the lowest priority for the use of hydrogen. The more common
form of hydrogen, referred to as blue hydrogen, is made
using fossil gas and is therefore not zero emissions fuel. Blue
hydrogen production increases the use of fossil gas due to the
inefficiencies in its production.

3.2.2.4 Electric heating
Electric heaters, including storage heaters, are an option
for homes with very low heat demand or that have very
tight space restrictions that make heat pumps either not
cost effective or impractical. Compared with a heat pump,
electric heaters have a lower upfront cost but higher
running costs hence the need to couple electric heating with
good levels of fabric energy efficiency and flexible heating
patterns to make use of savings from tariffs that vary with
time of use.

As well as being scarce, hydrogen will be expensive for
households, meaning that it will not be a suitable substitute
for low-cost fossil fuel based gas.30 It is therefore reasonable
to expect that if hydrogen is used at all to provide domestic
heat it will be via defined local grids not dissimilar from a
planning point of view to district systems. This means that the
promotion of hydrogen-ready boilers, and hybrid systems, if
they are higher cost to the household or used to imply future
decarbonisation with no further action, should be strongly
avoided unless in limited areas specifically identified for a
dedicated hydrogen grid.

3.2.2.5 Biomass for off-gas grid homes
It is clear from the list of no-regrets technologies that the
destination heat source for the vast majority of Scottish
homes not on mains gas will be an individual heat pump or
a district or community solution. For a small number of rural
homes however, sustainable, local biomass may also be an
option where heat pumps or electric heating are unsuitable
and no district system is available.26

26

Scottish Government (2021) Heat in Buildings Strategy. p19

27

Studies from IEA, UKERC, CREDS, Agora Energiewende, Fraunhofer IEE etc are summarised:
linkedin.com/posts/janrosenow_hydrogen-studies-activity-6855775858259447808-GwxM

28

International Energy Agency (2019) The future of hydrogen: seizing today’s opportunities. Report by the IEA for the G20, Japan.
iea.org/reports/the-future-of-hydrogen/data-and-assumptions

29

International Renewable Energy Agency (2021) Geopolitics of the Energy Transformation: The Hydrogen Factor.
irena.org/publications/2022/Jan/Geopolitics-of-the-Energy-Transformation-Hydrogen

30

Foster, S., Hughes, F., Woods, S., Joos, M. & Tahir, F. (2021)
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depend on predictable demand, especially in harder to abate sectors where no alternatives exist.

Figure 4: Figure
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3.2.3 Improving the economics of decarbonised heating
Before the recent gas price crisis, residential electricity prices
per kWh in Great Britain were around five times higher than
gas prices. Despite the huge efficiencies of around 300% or
400% offered by different heat pump technologies, compared
to around 85% for a gas boiler, switching directly from a fossil
gas heat source to a heat pump could still cost more to run.
This is in the absence of other changes like improved energy
efficiency or adoption of a dynamic tariff. Studies before the
recent price increases found that a dynamic or time of use
electricity tariff improved the economics of a heat pump,
bringing it in line with the running costs for a gas boiler for
some home types.31
The current gas price crisis has increased the cost of both
electricity and gas, but the price of gas has risen more. The
result is a reduction of the price disparity to around four to
one. This has improved the economics of using a heat pump
to heat a home and, at this time, tipped the scales in favour of
a heat pump compared to a gas boiler. Recent analysis found
that under the price cap introduced in April 2022 the average
UK household could save 27% on their heating bill when using
a heat pump compared to a gas boiler.32 Current projections
see European gas prices remaining high and volatile well
into 202333 but gas prices may not remain at current levels
in the longer term. Measures are therefore still necessary in
the longer term to maintain the closer relationship between
electricity and gas prices, while passing on any price drops and
potentially to further rebalance these prices.

Pre-gas price crisis, studies considered the impact of a variety
of measures to rebalance the prices of electricity and gas.34
Primary options explored include moving levies that are
applied to electricity but not gas bills, either from electricity
to gas bills, or to taxation; introducing a carbon price for gas
to match the carbon price on electricity; and using timevarying tariffs. The price crisis has changed the impact of these
measures, for example because the increased wholesale prices
reduce the proportion of the bill made up of levies - previously
around 23% of an average electricity bill – thereby lessening
the rebalancing impact of shifting them. Therefore, new
assessments of the impact of the various policy rebalancing
options, and the use of dynamic tariffs, must be made in light
of anticipated future prices.
The UK government has announced that it will launch a
Fairness and Affordability Call for Evidence on options to shift
energy levies and obligations to help rebalance electricity and
gas prices over this decade, with a view to taking decisions in
2022.35 Scotland does not have devolved powers to control
energy prices but could actively explore and promote the
benefits to households of dynamic tariffs and other services
that reward households for offering the flexible portion of their
electricity demand to the grid. Appropriate safeguards for lowincome and vulnerable households are needed.36

31

Palmer, J. and Terry, N. (2021) Cost-optimal domestic electrification. A report for BEIS. gov.uk/government/publications/cost-optimal-domestic-electrification-code

32

Rosenow, J. (2022) Analysis: Running costs of heat pumps verses gas boilers. Regulatory Assistance Project.
raponline.org/knowledge-center/analysis-running-costs-of-heat-pumps-versus-gas-boilers

33

ICE (online content) Dutch TTF Gas Futures. theice.com/products/27996665/Dutch-TTF-Gas-Futures/data?marketId=5360399.
This trading platform is the reference for European gas prices.

34

For example Boorman, A., Lowrey, C. and Goswell, T. (2021) Review of gas and electricity levies and their impact on low carbon heating uptake. ClimateXChange.
climatexchange.org.uk/research/projects/review-of-gas-and-electricity-levies-and-their-impact-on-low-carbon-heating-uptake; Lowes, R., Rosenow, J. & Guertler, P. (2020)
Getting on track to net zero: A policy package for a heat pump mass market in the UK. Regulatory Assistance Project.
raponline.org/knowledge-center/getting-track-net-zero-policy-package-heat-pump-mass-market-uk/
35
BEIS (2021) Heat and Buildings Strategy.
36

Yule-Bennett, S. & Sunderland, L. (2022) The joy of flex: Embracing household demand-side flexibility as a system resource for Europe. Regulatory Assistance Project.
Forthcoming
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3.2.4 Destinations for Scottish homes
Bringing together the decarbonised primary heat source
options and improved fabric efficiency, a short list of dominant
solutions emerges.
Primary solutions:

•

Low temperature heat pump
Moderate to highly energy efficient fabric with low
temperature heat pump and heat storage providing heat for
existing wet heat distribution system (with possible radiator
upgrades), including hot water.

•

District or group heating
Moderate to highly energy efficient fabric connected to
district or group heating system (or in dedicated hydrogen
network37) delivering heat and hot water from a variety of
decarbonised sources.

•

Passive or highly efficient
Highly energy efficient fabric with little or no space heating
demand, or small properties with low heat demand. Heat
(where needed) and hot water delivered directly through
direct electric or storage heaters.

Secondary solutions (more limited in number):

•

High temperature heat pump
Lower fabric efficiency with a high temperature heat pump
and heat storage via existing wet heat distribution system –
for example where fabric efficiency improvements are very
difficult, such as in some historic buildings.

•

Biomass
Moderate to highly energy efficient fabric in rural areas with
biomass boiler via existing wet distribution system.

All of the above primary and secondary solutions should be
combined with solar thermal and/or PV, wherever suitable with
respect to orientation and shading. Heat storage should also be
included wherever possible and batteries considered to reduce
running costs, improve demand-side flexibility and increase
building level resilience to power outages.38
Clarity on the final destinations for homes provides a useful
starting point for the creation of a framework of regulations,
communications, supports and safeguards to get there.

37

It is expected that homes connected to a hydrogen network would need to have at least moderate levels of fabric efficiency due to the high cost fuel.

38

Yule-Bennett, S. & Sunderland, L. (2022)
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4. Design principles for a framework of regulations

A number of important considerations assist in the
design of an effective framework of regulations for the
decarbonisation of owner-occupied homes. In order to be
effective, the regulatory framework must be:

•

Clear, as simple as possible, and fair. Regulations, the
routes to compliance and the support available should be
communicated early and in complete form.

•

Practical to monitor and enforce through improved and
well-resourced existing mechanisms where possible.

•

Well-timed and staged:
› To ensure fabric improvements are completed before
heating systems are changed, as far as possible.
› Benefitting from timely area-based strategies for the
development of shared heating systems and the phase
out of the gas grid, to ensure all decisions are no regrets.
› Be sensitive to different built forms that face higher
barriers or the need to decarbonise higher carbon
fuels first.

•

Supported by an enabling framework to provide
assistance to comply with, or exceed, the regulated
standards before compliance dates, including:
› A communications programme making the options
available and routes to compliance clear and easy to
follow for households and ensuring that the entire
value chain and key compliance bodies are engaged.
› Significant financial packages, particularly in the
transitional phase, allowing time for markets to
expand to bring costs down for relevant technologies
and for measures to rebalance gas and electricity
prices to take effect.
› Comprehensive financial support, covering the entire
costs where necessary, for low-income and fuel poor
households, ensuring a complete matrix of support for
all household situations.
› A programme of advice and support to help households
through the process and extending to the behavioural
changes needed to adapt to a different heating system.

•

Accompanied by incentives and support to go further
than the regulated minimum. Regulations define
standards that are achievable, within defined limits,
by the majority of the stock, and are not the maximum
ambition for individual buildings.

•

Supported by safeguards to ensure that in switching
from lower cost gas to higher cost electricity, fuel poor
households do not face higher bills.

•

Adequately resourced for all of the above.
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5. Metrics, assessments and standards to underpin the regulations

The foundation for the regulatory framework is an effective system for assessing energy use in existing buildings and for
deriving suitable metrics upon which to base the standards.
The established system for the regulation of energy efficiency in homes in Scotland is the Scottish Building Regulations.
These are supported by guidance on compliance, within a process administered by verifiers and local authorities, and
referred to as the Building Standards system. Linked to this is the EPC framework, which requires an assessment at the
point of sale or rent. Building Regulations and the presentation of EPCs are subject to devolved powers.
The approach set out by the Scottish Government in the Heat in Buildings Strategy is to put in place two step regulation for
existing homes, first a fabric efficiency standard – as defined by the EPC – and then a phase-out regulation for fossil fuel
heating. The assessments, metrics and standards used to define these regulations must be fit for this purpose.

5.1 Energy Performance Certificates and SAP
The methodology used to assess new buildings in the UK is
the Standard Assessment Procedure (SAP),39 based on the
BRE Domestic Energy Model (BREDEM model). A reduced
data version (RdSAP) is used for EPC assessments for existing
buildings, producing an A to G scale as an indicator, with each
band relating to a range of SAP ‘scores’.
The current Scottish EPCs are based on the same SAP
methodology as elsewhere in the UK, but the format and
content of the EPC reports is different. There are two ratings
shown on the current Scottish EPC. The one most frequently
referred to is described as an Energy Efficiency Rating. Despite
the name, this rating is in fact based on estimated energy cost
for space and water heating and lighting. Originally designed as
a tool to inform prospective home buyers, a cost-based metric
is not an appropriate metric to use to set regulations to achieve
carbon reduction targets. A further limitation is that the current
presentation of costs is confusing. It does not include all home
energy usage and is based on energy costs that may not be up
to date – and so cannot be compared to actual bills.
A second metric on the current Scottish EPCs is an
Environmental Impact Rating which provides a measure
of carbon emissions from the home. While of more direct
relevance to regulations to achieve carbon targets, the use
of this metric on its own could drive a switch to lower carbon
electricity without energy efficiency improvements, potentially
resulting in high energy bills and an unsustainably high
demand for low carbon electricity.

Literature40 in the UK and beyond supports a different
approach, using the key metrics:

•

A heat demand indicator based only on the building
fabric, in kWh/m2/yr, and taking into account the energy
requirements for space heating and cooling. This is the most
useful metric for defining a fabric standard for regulation
and can be specified in absolute terms for the building in
question, without reference to the type of energy supply. It
is not dependent on the energy system and the changes to
that system over time. It can be modelled with standardised
occupancy, and comparable between buildings of different
sizes.

•

An energy use indicator which estimates the full energy
usage and related costs for the home, including space
and water heating and estimates for all the other energy
demands such as for cooking, laundry, refrigeration and
domestic electrical appliances. This can be useful to a
householder to evaluate against measured actual energy
consumption and bills for the home. It can also provide a
benchmark to compare to actual energy usage and costs
against other similar homes.

•

A carbon emissions indicator based on the Energy Use
Indicator above, and measured in kg CO2/ m2/yr. This will
depend on the mix of fuels used and the carbon intensity
of these fuels, which changes over time – so is less directly
useful as a metric for regulation, but useful in evaluating
progress against carbon targets.

39

BEIS (2021) Standard Assessment Procedure https://www.gov.uk/guidance/standard-assessment-procedure

40

Etude, CIBSE, Levitt Bernstein, Elementa, WSP, Clarion Housing Group and UCL. (June 2021). Making SAP and RdSAP 11 fit for Net Zero. A report for the Department for Business,
Energy and Industrial Strategy. etude.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/Making-SAP-and-RdSAP-11-fit-for-Net-Zero-Summary.pdf
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SAP as a methodology can produce these metrics for the EPC,
however there are several improvements required to make
them more broadly fit for purpose, as highlighted in earlier
studies41 and most recently in a wide-ranging report for the UK
Government.42 SAP changes are driven by the UK Government,
albeit with input from the devolved nations.
There are clear advantages to remaining in step with the
UK approach in terms of building energy assessment, while
a different approach may be taken to the way in which
the results are used and communicated to suit Scotland’s
proposed regulatory framework. The need for changes to EPCs
and SAP are being discussed across the UK and the proposals
set out here reflect the broad direction of travel indicated
by the changes proposed in the Scottish Government’s July
2021 consultation on EPC reform.43 There are, however, some
notable differences, in particular with regard to what energy
uses are included in each metric proposed. The Scottish
Government’s proposals for three EPC metrics are outlined
compared to our proposals in Table 1. Note that none of these
proposals includes a specific indicator that gives prominence
to heating and hot water system efficiency, although these are
embedded in the energy use and carbon emissions indicators.
Heating system efficiencies are regulated through Building
Regulations, and the shift to low carbon sources is treated
separately in the boiler phase-out described in section 6.2.

41

Alembic Research Ltd, in association with Energy Action Scotland and Dr Patrick Waterfield. (January 2019) A Review of Domestic and Non-Domestic Energy Performance
Certificates in Scotland. Research report for the Scottish Government, Heat, Energy Efficiency and Consumers Unit.

42

Etude, CIBSE, Levitt Bernstein, Elementa, WSP, Clarion Housing Group and UCL. (June 2021)

43

Scottish Government. (2021). Domestic Energy Performance Certificates (EPC) reform: consultation.
consult.gov.scot/energy-and-climate-change-directorate/reforming-domestic-energy-performance-certificates
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Table 1: Comparison of Scottish Government proposals for changes to EPC metrics (July 2021 consultation) and new
proposals in this report.
Metric 1: Aim - to measure energy efficiency or fabric energy efficiency

Scottish
Government
proposal

New proposal

NAME

SCOPE

UNITS

ENERGY

INDICATOR STATUS

Energy Use
Rating (EUR)

Space heating/cooling, water heating, lighting,
ventilation, on-site generation. Incl. services
efficiencies and fabric.

kWh/m2/yr

Delivered

Proposed new
indicator

Comments: Not directly comparable to measured energy use, as does not include all home energy use.

Heat Demand
Indicator (HDI)

Space heating/cooling demand, based on fabric
only, not including efficiency of heating/cooling
system.

kWh/m2/yr

Delivered

New proposal

Comments: Already used in practice, (for example in PassivHaus). Clear and unambiguous, fabric only indicator.
Offers a useful metric for regulation.

Metric 2: Aim - to measure total home energy use or energy cost
Scottish
Government
proposal

NAME

SCOPE

UNITS

ENERGY

INDICATOR STATUS

Energy Cost
Rating (ECR)

Space heating/cooling, water heating, lighting,
ventilation.

SAP score

Delivered

New name for
existing EER Energy Efficiency
Rating

Comments: Relies on fuel cost data which varies with time. Not directly comparable to energy bills, as does not include
all home energy use. Not location-specific (based on average UK location).

New proposal

Energy Use
Indicator (EUI)

All home energy use.

kWh/m2/yr and
total kWh/yr

New proposal

Comments: Comparable to measured energy use for the home, as indicated on energy bills.
Based on assumptions about occupancy and user behaviour, as well as range and efficiency of appliances, but can
provide a benchmark for households to compare to their actual energy usage and similar homes.

Metric 3: Aim - to measure carbon emissions
NAME

Scottish
Government
proposal

Environmental
Impact Rating
(EIR)

SCOPE

Space heating/cooling, water heating, lighting,
ventilation.

UNITS

ENERGY

Kg CO2 /m2/yr

Primary

INDICATOR STATUS

Unchanged from
existing EIR Environmental
Impact Rating

Comments: Depends on carbon intensity of different fuels, i,ncluding mains electricity, which varies with time.
Does not reflect carbon emissions from all home energy use.

New proposal

Carbon
Emissions
Indicator (CEI)

All home energy use.

Kg CO2 /m2/yr

Primary

Proposed
change in scope
to existing EIR
-Environmental
Impact Rating

Comments: Based on the EUI, but with the carbon intensity of fuels applied. Needs to be adjusted annually as emissions
from electricity change. As with EUI, this is based on range of assumptions, but can provide a benchmark for the household.
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The box below summarises key related recommendations
for improvements to the underlying methodology - noting
that these are managed at UK level - to facilitate the effective
application of regulations as proposed in this report.

Recommendations to make UK building
assessment fit for purpose

•

Phase-out use of RdSAP, in favour of full SAP for
existing buildings and EPCs. Full SAP uses fewer
assumptions and more full measurements of building
dimensions and ventilation details. A fuller data
set is required for better accuracy, both in ratings
and in developing relevant recommendations for
improvements.

•

Reduce the number of default values used to improve
accuracy, such as actual location rather than the single
‘normalised’ location used at present.

•

Improve and update algorithms and data collection
details for space heating and hot water use.

•

Introduce longer term average calculations for the
future carbon content of the electricity supply, to fit
better with the timescales of the building works and
lifetime. These projections are currently 3–5 years and
last updated in 2012.

•

Improve reflection of heat networks, and options for
demand side flexibility.

•

Improve assessment of airtightness, possibly with the
introduction of a pressure test.

•

More detailed data collection on lighting fitted.

•

Speed up processes for getting new products onto SAP.

The manner in which SAP data is stored and used, the features
of the advisory report and recommendations in which the EPC is
embedded, and the form in which it is provided to homeowners
are considered further in the section on the enabling
framework. These changes will take time to implement, and
should be initiated as a matter of urgency, as they are part of the
essential building blocks for effective regulation.
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5.2 Building Regulations
Building Regulations govern the design and construction of
new buildings and include energy and carbon aspects. There
are also specific energy and carbon requirements for existing
buildings applied when major works are undertaken, such as
extensions, conversions and alterations.

It is recommended that the EPC and Building Regulations
approaches are fully aligned and further changes made in
lockstep. This would support homeowners to prepare for the
significant stages at which mandatory standards are most
likely to be applied.

Scottish Building Regulations, supported by more detailed
Technical Handbooks and Compliance Guides,44 set
maximum U-values for the specific elements (walls, roof,
floor, openings) of new buildings, with an alternative areaweighted average set of values allowing for some flexibility.
Similar standards are applied to extensions, conversions
and relevant alterations to existing buildings, although
with different values applied. Proposals in a review of the
Standards published in July 2021 will align the maximum
U-values for new buildings and changes to existing buildings,
which is a welcome move. A further important change
is the introduction of the concept of ‘major renovation’
- defined as where more than 25% of the surface of the
building undergoes renovation. This facilitates its use as a
further trigger for applying such standards, although initial
proposals only require electric vehicle charging facilities.45

The use of maximum elemental U-values, for example, is a
clear and unambiguous approach, which can be extended
(either as a mandatory requirement or guidance) to less major
works – for example when walls are re-plastered internally, or
when new kitchens and bathrooms are installed.

The Building Regulations Compliance Guides also set out
minimum standards for heating system efficiencies, with
some important positive changes proposed in the July
2021 consultation.46 These include a requirement that any
replacement of a heat generator should not result in an
increase in emissions or in overall energy demand for the
building. Also included is a proposal for space and water
heating and cooling systems to be sized appropriately,
and for space heating systems to be sized to allow them to
operate effectively at lower distribution temperatures (55oC
or lower). Adaptation of these standards for heating systems
presents a key opportunity to implement the Scottish
Government’s planned phase out of fossil fuel boilers at
replacement (see section 6.2).

Although not the key focus of this report, we recommend the
use of the comparison to a ‘notional dwelling’ in setting carbon
emission targets for the Building Regulations for new homes
be dropped as it does not reward important aspects of energy
efficient design, namely built form or orientation. It is also
relative to the energy system at a snapshot in time (carbon
intensity of different fuels etc), rather than being an absolute
performance metric. As a whole building metric, targets
might instead be framed in terms of a fabric (space heating/
cooling demand) target in kWh/m2/yr. This approach would be
facilitated by the introduction of a new energy demand metric,
as proposed in the July 2021 consultation, and help to align
Regulations with the proposed metric for EPCs.
This would complement the proposed New Build Heat
Standard,47 to be further developed and implemented from
2024, such that new buildings must use heating systems that
produce zero direct emissions at the point of use.

44

Scottish Government (online content) Building Standards. gov.scot/policies/building-standards

45

Scottish Government (2021) Scottish Building Regulations – Proposed Changes to Energy Standards and associated topics.
consult.gov.scot/local-government-and-communities/building-regulations-energy-standards-review

46

Scottish Government. (July 2021) Building Standards Domestic Technical Handbook (extract) Consultation proposals – Domestic Building Services Compliance Guide.
consult.gov.scot/local-government-and-communities/building-regulations-energy-standards-review/supporting_documents/Draft%20Guidance%20%20Section%206%20
Energy%20Domestic.pdf

47

Scottish Government (2020) New Build Heat Standard: scoping consultation. gov.scot/publications/new-build-heat-standard-scoping-consultation/documents
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6. The structure of the regulations for fabric efficiency and heat

Taking the targets and regulatory intentions set out in the Heat
in Buildings Strategy as the starting point, this section presents
a practical pathway to achieve the decarbonisation of homes in
the owner-occupied sector.

Elements of the Scottish Government’s
Heat in Building strategy that make up the
regulatory framework for existing owneroccupied homes:

The regulatory framework consists of two parallel sets of
regulation, one for the energy efficiency of the building
fabric and another for decarbonising heating and hot water
technologies. A slightly more flexible pathway for multioccupancy buildings, still based on the two standards, is
proposed and covered separately in Section 6.3. This approach
is important for the following reasons:

•

Regulations to require all owner-occupied homes to
meet the EPC C standard at trigger points from 2025
and all owner-occupied homes to meet the standard
by 2033.

A carbon emissions standard alone, without controls on
the fabric efficiency, risks generating an unsustainably
high demand for low carbon electricity and homes that are
expensive to heat.

•

•

A carbon emissions standard reflects the carbon intensity
of electricity supply at a specific point in time, making it
imperfect to incentivise future-facing decisions.

Proposed phase-out of fossil fuel boilers in homes off
the gas grid from 2025.

•

•

Proposed phase-out of fossil fuel boilers in homes on
the gas grid from 2030.

A fabric energy efficiency standard on its own will not drive
the necessary reduction in fossil fuel use in time to meet
increasingly urgent carbon targets.

•

Fabric energy efficiency is key to managing energy demand
and household energy costs. A minimum standard of fabric
efficiency also enables heat network and electricity grid
planning as it establishes a maximum aggregated demand.

•

An energy efficiency standard, rather than a fabric energy
efficiency standard, which includes boiler efficiency, could
be achieved through the installation of high efficiency fossil
fuel boilers delaying the necessary transition away from
fossil fuels. Such a metric provides the wrong signals to
householders.

•

•

•

Flexible and longer timelines for multi-tenure
buildings to meet both EPC and zero emissions heat
standards by 2040/45, with the option of area-based
or zonal timelines.
Target for all homes to be fully decarbonised by 2045.

CREDIT: A DOMESTIC AIR SOURCE HEAT PUMP. IMAGE KINDLY PROVIDED BY JONATHAN ATKINSON AKA @LOWWINTERSUN
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6.1 Fabric efficiency standard
The regulatory design outlined in the Heat in Buildings
Strategy builds on a proposal, consulted on in 2020, that
owner-occupied homes be required to reach EPC C when
they are sold or undergo major renovation.48 The Strategy
goes further to commit to introduce regulations from 2023–
2025 onwards and that all owner-occupied homes should
meet a standard equivalent to EPC C by 2033. Currently,
around 60%, or just under one million owner-occupied
homes, are below EPC C.49

Early announcement of the fabric efficiency regulation is
key. The regulations should be drawn up and published as
soon as possible, well before implementation begins in 2025
or sooner. Early announcement and a long lead time is key
to effective minimum standards regulations, allowing both
building owners and the supply chain to plan with certainty
for compliance.50

Building on this framework, the proposals should be
improved and clarified:
Metric & standard
• Replace the Energy Efficiency Rating used to
date to define the standard with a fabric energy
efficiency metric, expressed in kWh/m2/yr.
• Define a minimum standard to ensure homes can
be heated with lower flow temperature water and
at flexible times without compromising comfort.

Metric & standard

Triggers & dates
• Require compliance from 2025 at trigger points of
sale and major renovation. Introduce additional
trigger points of extension and conversion.
• Bring forward backstop date for compliance from
2033 to 2030, to bring into line with the start of the
phase out of mains gas boilers.

Triggers & dates

Compliance		
• Implement enforcement through existing
conveyancing and building control compliance
mechanisms, and through use of the EPC register.
• Limit exceptions and enable full compliance.
• Resource local authorities as the main enabling
and enforcement body.

Compliance

48

Scottish Government (2020) Energy Efficient Scotland Improving energy efficiency in owner occupied homes: consultation.
gov.scot/publications/energy-efficient-scotland-improving-energy-efficiency-owner-occupied-homes/documents

49

Ibid.

50

Sunderland, L. and Santini, M. (2020a) Filling the policy gap: Minimum energy performance standards for European buildings. Regulatory Assistance Project.
raponline.org/knowledge-center/filling-the-policy-gap-minimum-energy-performance-standards-for-european-buildings
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6.1.1 Defining the regulation – the metric
The standard should be defined as a building fabric energy
efficiency standard, measured in kWh/m2/yr. This should
reflect only the energy demand of the home for heating (and
cooling), based on the fabric and not accounting for the energy
efficiency of the heating systems, modelled with standardised
occupancy using full SAP data. The EPC presentation should
therefore be adapted in Scotland to use fabric efficiency as the
primary metric, with the A to G classifications revised to reflect
kWh/m2/year bands of performance, not Standard Assessment
Procedure ratings.
Changing the metric used to define the fabric efficiency
standard will require a reassessment of the stock and of the
minimum standard defined for the regulation - as will the
changes to the EPC metrics already proposed by the Scottish
Government.

The assessment underpinning the new minimum standard
should establish the fabric efficiency levels that are necessary,
in conjunction with the heat distribution system, to ensure
heat can be delivered at lower flow temperatures and that
the heating schedule can be operated flexibly in time without
compromising comfort. Heating with a lower flow temperature
in individual or district systems is more energy efficient.51
This is particularly important for heat delivered by heat
pumps which work more efficiently when delivering lower
flow temperatures. Enabling homes to be heated flexibly is
essential to allow new electricity loads from heating to be
absorbed efficiently by the electricity system.52 The design
of this standard also allows calculation of maximum heat
demand necessary for heat network planning. The kwh/m2/
yr performance band that reflects these efficiency levels can
then be translated into an easily communicable EPC label. An
indicative process to define the fabric efficiency standard is
depicted in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Illustration of a process to define a lower flow temperature fabric efficiency standard

kWh/m2/year
range

Define key archetypes
in the Scottish stock

Define fabric efficiency standard
for efficient and flexible heating
for each archetype

Define performance range

Translate to EPC class

51

International Energy Agency Technology Collaboration Programme on District Heating and Cooling (2021) Low-Temperature District Heating Implementation Guidebook.
iea-dhc.org/theresearch/annexes/2017-2021-annex-ts2
52
Rosenow. J. & Lowes, R. (2020) Heating without the hot air: Principles for smart heat electrification. Regulatory Assistance Project.
raponline.org/knowledge-center/heating-without-hot-air-principles-smart-heat-electrification/ and Yule-Bennett, S. & Sunderland, L. (2022)
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Other European governments are undergoing similar processes
to define renewables-ready or lower flow temperature ready
standards as illustrated in the box below.

Renewables-ready heat standards
The government of the Netherlands has designed a
standard for home insulation to ‘future-proof’ homes
and ready them for the phase-out of grid gas. The
intention is to ready these homes to be heated with
sustainable heat sources that deliver water at lower
flow temperatures compared to grid gas, defined as
50 degrees or below. The standard is presented for
four home archetypes, distilled from an investigation
of 16. It is currently guidance and no decision has yet
been made on making compliance compulsory.53
In Ireland the government has a target for 500,000
buildings to be renovated to a Building Energy Rating
(Ireland’s EPC) B2 level. This demand standard,
reflecting a heat loss of 2.3W/m2K, is used to define
‘heat pump ready’.54 Several policy interventions
are aligned, including a requirement for buildings
undergoing a major renovation to be renovated to
BER B2 and the energy efficiency obligation which
will require eligible actions to put the building on the
path to BER B2.55

53

Letter from the Minister of Homes Affairs and Kingdom Relations to the President of the House of Representatives of the States General. (2021, 18 March). Isolatiestandaard en
Streefwaardes voor woningen [Insulation standards and target values for homes]. tweedekamer.nl/kamerstukken/brieven_regering/detail?id=2021Z04724&did=2021D10454

54

Department of the Environment, Climate and Communications (2021). Climate Action Plan. gov.ie/en/publication/6223e-climate-action-plan-2021

55

Department of the Environment, Climate and Communications (2021). Public Consultation on the redesign of Ireland’s Energy Efficiency Obligation Scheme.
Retrievable at: gov.ie/en/consultation/11050-public-consultation-on-the-energy-efficiency-obligation-scheme-eeos/
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6.1.2 Triggers and backstop dates
The Scottish Government has published its aim that a large
majority of buildings should achieve a good level of energy
efficiency, which for homes is currently defined as equivalent
to an EPC band C, by 2030. However, the activity to renovate
homes to achieve this standard generated by the trigger points
of sale and major renovation will not be enough.
In its 2020 consultation, the Scottish Government assessed that
home sales are likely to trigger renovations in around 190,000
non-compliant homes, or one fifth of the one million homes
below that standard, in a five-year period. This is equivalent to
the period between the introduction of the standard in 2025
and 2030.56 As tenements and flats, which make up around
21% of the owner-occupied housing stock,57 are afforded a
longer timeline to comply, the absolute number of renovations
triggered by 2030 would be lower.
Further triggers for improvements to fabric energy efficiency
are therefore needed. Balance should be sought to define an
effective set of trigger points that each capture significant
unique renovation opportunities, but to avoid an overly
complex and onerous compliance framework. Priority should
be given to works which already have associated compliance
processes through building standards or planning, such as
extensions and conversions.
The substantial consumer-led home repair, maintenance and
improvement market - representing around £11bn of works
58
per year in the UK - offers further trigger points at which
59
compliance might be required prior to 2030. These include:

•

Major renovation: the fabric efficiency regulations should
require a building undergoing a major renovation to also be
brought up to the fabric efficiency standard. In assessing the
impact of this trigger, however, it should be noted that major
renovations are often triggered by house purchases so this
trigger may not contribute significantly to the overall pre2030 target in single family homes.

•

Extensions and conversions: when homes are extended or
elements, such as lofts or garages, are converted, the whole
house is improved to the fabric standard.

More minor works across the full range of kitchen and
bathroom refurbishments, roofing and window replacements,
rewiring and re-plastering might, as a minimum, be subject
to guidance on works to aid compliance with the standard. An
important further trigger for guidance on fabric improvements
is the replacement of a boiler that has broken down, as
this offers an opportunity to improve building efficiency
and thereby reduce boiler sizing. Such replacements are,
however, generally a matter of urgency. When a boiler has
broken down the priority is for heat to be restored urgently,
rather than implementing a deeper renovation. Therefore,
boiler breakdown offers an opportunity for guidance on the
future standard rather than a suitable opportunity to require
compliance.
The backstop date for all owner-occupied homes to meet the
fabric efficiency standard should be brought forward from the
proposed date of 2033 to 2030 in line with the intended start
date for an on-gas grid boiler phase out. This would ensure
that homes on the gas grid have had their fabric improved to
the minimum level before regulation requires boilers at the
end of their life to be replaced with decarbonised heating
systems. This is important to ensure that replacement systems
are correctly sized for the home and avoid unnecessary capital
investment. Aligning the dates for the full achievement of
the fabric efficiency standard and the start of the mains gas
boiler phase-out simplifies the regulatory framework, which is
important for clarity and ease of communication.
For homes off the gas grid the boiler phase-out and the
requirement to meet the fabric efficiency standard at trigger
points will start at the same time, 2025. For these homes,
separate measures will be needed to ensure that households
can make fabric improvements before or combined with a
boiler replacement which is addressed in section 6.2.2 below.

56

	 Scottish Government (2020) Note: the average rate of sale masks the fact that some homes change hands more frequently and others not at all. Furthermore, the impact is not
geographically even - homes in some areas change hands more frequently than in others. It is reasonable therefore to expect that less than 190,000 homes would be improved
to EPC C through the trigger point of sale between 2025 and 2030.

57

	 Scottish Government (2020) Scottish House condition survey: 2019 key findings – tables and figures. Table 9

58

	 Killip, G., Fawcett, T., Jofeh, C., Owen, A. M., Topouzi, M, Wade, F. July 2021. Building on our strengths: a market transformation approach to energy retrofit in UK homes.
Federation of Master Builders/Centre for Research into Energy Demand Solutions. creds.ac.uk/building-on-our-strengths-transformation-to-energy-retrofit/

59

	 Maby, C. April 2020. Improving energy efficiency in owner-occupied homes in Scotland. Existing Homes Alliance Scotland. existinghomesalliancescotland.co.uk/information/
istrong-support-for-energy-performance-standards-in-scotlands-homes
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6.1.3 Enforcement mechanism
Enforcement of the standard at the trigger points should
be incorporated into the relevant existing conveyancing or
building control processes to reduce the regulatory burden,
and coupled with effective information and support for
compliance.
A process for checking compliance at the trigger point of home
sale was set out in the consultation in 2020. There is already a
legal requirement on the person selling the home to provide
a home report which contains an energy report, which in turn
contains an EPC. If the home is not compliant at the point
of sale, the legal obligation to improve the home could be
transferred to the buyer. This is important to avoid a situation
in which a seller who does not have the financial or practical
means to renovate is prevented from selling. It also makes use
of the natural renovation point of moving into a newly bought
home. The buyer then brings the home up to standard within
a limited time - 12 months was proposed in the consultation
- and prove this by submitting a compliant EPC or apply
for an extension whilst proving works have commenced.
The Scottish Government should improve awareness of the
standard through requiring home sale advertisements to note
the requirement to meet the standard alongside the EPC label
in particulars.

In all examples of minimum building performance standards
across the world, the role of checking and enforcing
compliance sits with the local authority.61 Importantly, local
authorities are accessible at a local level and can integrate
enabling with enforcement. They have local knowledge,
data on EPCs and on homeowners through administration
of Council Tax. A system for notification of a sale and any
requirement for further improvements is needed in addition
to existing Building Control functions. If adequately resourced,
local authorities are well-placed to review registered EPCs in
their area, identify non-compliant homes and target outreach,
reminding homeowners of the regulations and directing them
to support to comply.

Enforcement of the obligation to bring the property up to
the standard at major renovation would be through the local
authority building control framework, which is already in
place to ensure compliance with the Building Regulations. For
homes not reaching one of these trigger points, compliance
with standards at the backstop date of 2030 can be proven
through registration of a compliant (reformed) EPC. This is the
approach taken in the Netherlands for proving compliance
with the 2023 Energy label C standard for offices.60

60

61

Sunderland, L. and Santini, M. (2020b) Case studies: Minimum energy performance standards for European buildings. Regulatory Assistance Project
raponline.org/knowledge-center/case-studies-minimum-energy-performance-standards-for-european-buildings
Sunderland, L. and Santini, M. (2020a)
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6.1.4 Exceptions
Some homes will be easier to improve to the required standard
than others, and care is needed to preserve historic features
in older homes. Exceptions should nevertheless be limited
and fully justified, not least to ensure a fair and balanced
application of standards across the housing stock.
Regulations of this type in other jurisdictions use a cost
effectiveness test or cost cap to limit the financial burden
on any individual household.62 Although safeguards are
needed to prevent burdening households with unaffordable
private costs, simple cost effectiveness tests and cost caps
are blunt tools. Unusually high and unaffordable private costs
to the household should be a trigger for additional financial
assistance not an exemption.63 This reinforces the essential
link between enforcing compliance with a regulation and
enabling compliance. In turn, this places greater emphasis on
the presence of a complete matrix of financial support options
suitable for each household situation (covered in section 7.5).
Given the nature of the fabric efficiency standard
recommended in this paper – one that aims to ensure the
home can be heated efficiently and flexibly – non-compliance
with this standard removes this important safeguard. Not
meeting the standard forgoes the benefits to both the
household and to the electricity grid or heat network.

Cost-effectiveness as a simple payback calculation is
inadequate. If used, any cost effectiveness test must take
into consideration a broader range of costs and benefits such
as the societal costs of carbon, the cost of alternatives and
further implications like grid and generation investment.
When properly assessed, demand side efficiency and
flexibility options are almost always the most cost effective.
The question therefore becomes not about compliance with
the standard but how the cost of compliance is shared.
Technical feasibility might be a barrier in the case of a
limited number of historic buildings but would need to be
fully evidenced in writing by an expert and approved by the
local authority. Those measures that are feasible should be
implemented to bring a building as close to the required
standards as possible. The standard indicated by a fabric
rating is unlikely to generate many exceptions on this basis –
however, this should be reviewed through modelling of typical
building archetypes, which may also be the basis for producing
guidance for homeowners. Work already undertaken by
Historic Environment Scotland provides a good basis for this.64

CREDIT: BRAM CLAEYS (@BRAMCLA)
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Sunderland, L. and Santini, M. (2020b)

63

Schwarz, Nakhle and Knoeri. 2020. Innovative designs of building energy codes for building decarbonisation and their implementation challenges.
Journal of Cleaner Production 248.

64

Historic Environment. Scotland Short Guide 1: Fabric improvements for energy efficiency in traditional buildings.
historicenvironment.scot/archives-and-research/publications
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6.2 Fossil fuel boiler phase-out
The Heat in Buildings Strategy sets out that the Scottish
Government intends to introduce a new zero emissions heat
standard via legislation. This is in support of its commitment
to phase out the need to install new or replacement fossil fuel
boilers in properties off the gas grid from 2025 and in on-gas
areas from 2030, within the limits of devolved powers. There is
little further detail on how this standard would be defined or
enforced so this section of the report aims to contribute to its
development.
Given the limits of devolved powers, this is an area of
regulation in which it is particularly important to align
where possible with UK processes. An important parallel
policy is described in the UK Government’s consultation
on a phase-out of fossil fuel boilers at replacement in
off-gas areas in England. This preliminary consultation
proposes introduction of regulation from 2026 and sets
out the options of enforcement through changes to the
Building Regulations or taking new legal powers in primary
legislation.65 It also consults on an end date for the use of
remaining fossil fuel heating in homes off the gas grid by the
late 2030s. For mains gas boilers, the UK Government has
expressed an ambition to phase out installations from 2035
but has defined no further regulatory or other approach.
The second relevant proposal from the UK Government is
for a market-based mechanism to grow the number of heat
pumps installed each year.66 It would establish an obligation on
companies selling fossil heating appliances from 2024 to install
an increasing number of heat pumps, and potentially other
low-carbon appliances, in line with the trajectory towards
600,000 per year by 2028 across the UK.

65

BEIS (2021) Phasing out the installation of fossil fuel heating in homes off the gas grid.

66

BEIS (2021) Market-based mechanism for low carbon heat: consultation.

Building on the Scottish Government’s intentions set out in the
Heat in Buildings Strategy, the proposals should be improved
and clarified:
Metric & standard
• Implement boiler phase-out at replacement
through performance or prescriptive
standard for new heating systems in Building
Standards.
• Full phase-out delivered through restrictions
on the sale, purchase or use of fossil fuels for
heating, and phase out of the gas grid.

Metric & standard

Triggers & dates
• Require installation of zero emissions heating
when boilers are replaced from 2025 for offgas homes and 2030 for on-gas homes, and
from 2025 when a home with a boiler beyond
its notional end of life is sold.
• Incentives to replace off-gas boilers coming to
an end of their life, combined with achieving
the fabric efficiency standard, before 2025 and
2025–2030.
• Backstop dates for the end of the use of fossil
fuels in heating for off-gas homes by 2030 or
2035 and for on-gas homes by 2045.

Triggers & dates

Compliance
• Compliance checking through local authority
building control and new heating system
register.
• No exceptions to the requirement to end the
use of fossil fuels.
• Resource local authorities as the main
enabling and enforcement body. Mechanisms
for temporary heating in emergency
situations.

Compliance
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6.2.1 Defining the regulation
There are a number of options to implement a phase-out of the use of fossil fuels in heating. They include
options that regulate for renewable energy or against fossil fuels, and options restricting the use of the fuels
or the heating technologies. Figure 6 illustrates the range of options and the box provides examples.
Figure 6: Overview of approaches to the phase out of fossil fuels for heating

Phase-out legislations

Restrictions on heating
equipment

Restrictions on fuels

Ban for selling
fossil fuels

Ban for using
fossil fuels for
heating

Indirect: ban
for gas grid
connections

Indirect: use
obligation for
renewable
energies

Ban for
installing
coal/oil/gas
boilers

Ban for
selling
coal/oil/gas
boilers

SOURCE: BRAUNGARDT, S., ET AL.
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Options for implementing a phase-out of the use of fossil fuels in heating
Obligations and requirements to use renewable
energy. ‘Use obligations’ mandate that a given share of
heat demand be supplied by renewable energy, thereby
restricting the use of fossil fuels. For example, Germany’s
new coalition government agreement (Dec 2021) sets out
that from 2025 every new heating system must be operated
using 65% renewable energy.67 A slightly different approach
is taken in Denmark, where Building Regulations introduced
in 2018, established the general principle that heating in
all buildings should be based on renewable energy, with
allowances. These allowances include: buildings in district
heating zones can be heated either by renewables or district
heating; where there is an established or approved gas grid,
buildings can be heated by gas but not oil. Buildings outside
of these areas are not covered and can keep a fossil boiler if
installed.
Restrictions on heating equipment using fossil fuels,
including bans on installation of fossil fuel boilers or placing
them on the market. For example, in Austria the installation
of fossil oil and coal boilers when changing the heating
system is prohibited from 2021. Other planned regulations
in Austria include obligatory replacement of fossil oil boilers
older than 25 years from 2025 and a mandatory exchange of
all fossil oil boilers by 2035.68

A ban on selling or using fossil fuels for heating. For
example, in Norway the use of mineral oil for heating
buildings has been banned since 2020, with the
building owner and user as the responsible parties. The
municipality is responsible for ensuring compliance
and can oblige sellers of mineral oil to provide details of
purchasers.69
A ban on connection to the gas grid. Most European
examples preventing connection to gas grids apply
to new buildings. The local authority led, area-based
phase-out of the gas grid in the Netherlands provides
an example that extends to existing buildings.70
Indirect routes such as a CO2 efficiency threshold
which requires buildings to be constructed or to
comply with a single or progressively tightening carbon
threshold. For example, France’s new build heating
regulation expected to come into force in 2022 is
anticipated to set CO2/m2/year thresholds that will (for
single family homes) exclude systems relying only on
fossil fuels.71 A number of the Building Performance
Standards adopted in US states and cities employ a
carbon use intensity standard.72
SOURCE: ADAPTED AND EXPANDED FROM AN BRAUNGARDT, S., ET AL. (2021)

67

German coalition government treaty (Dec 2021) spd.de/fileadmin/Dokumente/Koalitionsvertrag/Koalitionsvertrag_2021-2025.pdf.
Summarised in English cleanenergywire.org/factsheets/future-german-governments-key-climate-and-energy-plans-2021-coalition-treaty

68

Stegnar, G. et al. (2020) Policy framework conditions assessment and outlook for sustainable heating and cooling in selected European regions. A report from the European
Commission H2020 funded project Replace. replace-project.eu/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/D2.1_Policy-Framework-Conditions-Assessment-and-Outlook-for-RHC.pdf

69

Braungardt, S., Keimeyer, F., Bürger, V., Tezak, B. & Klinski, S. (2021) Phase-out regulations for fossil fuel boilers at EU and national level. Öko-Institut.
oeko.de/en/publications/p-details/phase-out-regulations-for-fossil-fuel-boilers-at-eu-and-national-level

70

Government of the Netherlands (2019) National Climate Agreement of the Netherlands.
klimaatakkoord.nl/documenten/publicaties/2019/06/28/national-climate-agreement-the-netherlands.

71
72

Braungardt, S., et al. (2021)
Nadel, S. & Hinge, A. 2020. Mandatory Building Performance Standards: A Key Policy for Achieving Climate Goals. ACEEE.
aceee.org/white-paper/2020/06/mandatory-building-performance-standards-key-policy-achieving-climate-goals
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The table below provides a high-level assessment of some of the pros and cons for Scotland of the approaches used elsewhere.
Table 2: Pros and cons for design options to restrict the use of fossil fuels for heating
Design options

Pros

Cons

Obligations and requirements to
use renewables

•

Positive messaging ‘for’ rather than
‘against’ and points to the solution
rather than the problem.

•

May incentivise the overuse of
biomass, beyond sustainable levels

•

Incentivises the use of on-site
renewables

•

Use obligation for percentage of
renewables may incentivise the
installation of hybrid systems and
extend the use of fossil fuels

•
•

Simplicity and clarity of message

•

•

Clear signal to supply chain to
accelerate transition

‘Distress’ purchases due to boiler
breakdown risks rushed decisions
and additional challenges,
particularly for low-income
households

•

Shared responsibility between user
and installer for compliance

•

Addresses the fossil fuel, which is the
pollution source, not the technology

•

Less effective to mobilise installer
and manufacturer supply chain

•

Provides opportunity to design
phase out strategy bespoke to
individual fuels.

•

Difficult to enforce for replacement
systems only, more effective to
implement a full ban

•

Supports effective system planning
and gas phase-out

Only useful in gas grid areas

•

Supports area-based solutions and
roll out of future solutions

•
•

•

Addresses both building efficiency
and carbon content of heating fuels

•

Dependent on the carbon content of
electricity, which is changing.

•

More suited to gradual stock
improvement than individual
technology/fuel phase-out.

Restrictions on fossil fuel heating
equipment at replacement

Restrictions on using fossil fuels

Ban on connection to the grid

CO2 efficiency thresholds

Precedent set in minimum boiler
efficiencies in Building Standards

Less effective to support phaseout of fossil fuel use at natural
replacement of heating technology
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To implement a phase-out of fossil fuel heating systems at the
natural replacement point, a restriction on heating equipment
appears to be the most suitable design option. However, the
positive messaging afforded by a phase-out regulation that
regulates for renewables should not be overlooked and could
be incorporated into communications.
The option to restrict the replacement of heating equipment
can be applied to both off- and on-gas grid homes, which
provides the key benefits of consistency and a level playing
field.
Regulating the nature of heating systems that can be
installed, rather than fuels, also builds on the existing
system of standards and guidance within Scotland’s Building
Regulations. Improved boiler efficiency and a shift in
technology from non-condensing to condensing has been
driven by the standards for minimum seasonal efficiency for
building services.73 Building on this system, a similar approach
using either increased efficiency standards of more than
100% (which would promote highly efficient heat pumps and
hybrid systems, but not other electric or biomass systems74),
or emissions ratings could be used to ensure that only zero
emissions systems are installed. Alternatively, standards could
be revised to be more prescriptive, stipulating permissible
types of heating system.

An alternative implementation
The Scottish Government’s powers to implement a
phase-out of fossil boilers unilaterally are untested.
An alternative approach, using devolved powers to
regulate emissions, would use the proposed Carbon
Emissions Indicator on the reformed Scottish EPC.
Homes would meet the fabric efficiency standard first,
followed by a zero-emissions standard defined by the
Carbon Emissions Indicator. Although likely enforceable
at devolved level, this is not entirely independent of
the UK Government as carbon values of electricity
are embedded within the central SAP methodology.
A method to zero rate or ‘passport’ electric heating
systems could be considered.

In designing the regulations for the replacement of fossil
boilers, the Scottish Government should seek consistency
with the design of the 2024 New Build Heat Standard under
development. The zero direct emissions requirement for
new homes from 2024 will “ensure that no greenhouse gas
emissions are produced at all from the heating or cooling
system contained within a building at the point of use.”
Compliance options mentioned in the recent consultation
include continuing with the existing emissions-based
methodology or a more prescriptive approach stipulating the
permissible heating systems.75

73

Set out in the Domestic Building Services Compliance Guide which was subject of a recent consultation. Scottish Government (2021) Building Standards Domestic Technical
Handbook (extract) Consultation proposals – Domestic Building Services Compliance Guide. consult.gov.scot/local-government-and-communities/building-regulations-energystandards-review/supporting_documents/Draft%20Guidance%20%20Domestic%20Building%20Services%20Compliance%20Guide.pdf p7

74

Kemna, R., van Elburg, M., Wierda, L., Wesselman, P. (2020) Central hydronic space heaters Ecodesign and Energy Labelling. A report by VHK, Delft (NL), for the European
Commission. ecoboiler-review.eu/downloads/20201217_WG1-2-3_Space-Heaters_Interim_Report.pdf

75

Scottish Government (2020) New Build Heat Standard: scoping consultation. gov.scot/publications/new-build-heat-standard-scoping-consultation/documents/
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Finally, area-based overlays may be added to the heating
system standards or requirements. This would allow homes
in areas defined for a district heating system or, in a small
number of cases, a localised hydrogen network to install
fossil or other temporary heating systems until the areabased system is in place. Clear and efficient application of a
fossil fuel boiler phase-out requires early notification of areas
defined for shared systems. The interaction between zonal
or area-based requirements and requirements placed on
individual buildings at building-specific trigger points needs
careful consideration. Preventing zero emissions heating
systems from being installed at natural replacement points in
expectation of a district system runs the risk of hindering early
action if the district system is not guaranteed. Conversely,
encouraging buildings in a designated area to decarbonise
using individual systems undermines the viability of new
district systems planned.
When areas have been clearly and robustly identified, network
planning and investment can be supported by a requirement
for buildings to connect to the district network. This is in
place in Denmark, coupled importantly with a ‘no more than
otherwise’ safeguard that guarantees that the cost of heat
from the district system is not more than the household would
76
pay if they had a gas grid connection.
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Contained in the Dutch Heat Act summarised in Authority for Consumers and Markets (2019) Revised Dutch Heat Act in effect.
acm.nl/en/publications/revised-dutch-heat-act-effect
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6.2.2 Triggers and backstop dates
Whilst the replacement of a boiler is the most useful trigger
point, the natural replacement cycle alone will not be sufficient
to drive decarbonisation fast enough.
Assuming the lifetime of fossil fuel boilers of around 15
years,77 it would take at least 15 years for all boilers to be
replaced with zero emissions options using this trigger alone.
This trigger will be insufficient to meet the targets for 2030
and 2040. In 2030, the Scottish Government has set out a
target for the vast majority of off-gas homes and one million
homes on the gas grid to convert to zero emissions heating.
The targets for zero emissions heat installations to peak at
200,000 installations a year in the late 2020s will also require
installation rates above the natural replacement cycle.7778In
addition, the 90% emission reductions by 2040 would require
most heating systems across the whole stock to be replaced
with zero emissions by this date.
In off-gas grid homes, around one third of the fossil boilers
could be replaced with non-fossil options between 2025
and 2030 as a result of the phase-out.79 However, oil boilers
frequently have a longer lifetime than mains gas boilers, up
to 25 or 30 years, so the effectiveness of the ‘at replacement’
trigger may well be lower. For on-gas homes, the regulations
introduced in 2030 will not contribute directly to 2030
targets. In addition, a phase-out of fossil boilers at
replacement may lead to increased repair and extension
of the boiler’s life further reducing the effectiveness of the
trigger point-based regulation.
A further challenge presented by the phase-out proposals
is that of timing for off-gas grid homes. Both the Scottish
and UK Governments intend to begin the phase-out of fossil
heating in off-gas grid areas earlier than those connected to
the grid.80 The start of the phase-out at replacement of off-gas
boilers in Scotland in 2025 coincides with the start of the
implementation of the fabric efficiency regulations. There is
no guarantee, therefore, that homes with a boiler that needs
replacement will already meet the fabric standard.

Creative use of signals and incentives, outlined below, will
be essential to incentivise homeowners to make fabric
improvements, particularly as homes off the gas grid are
more likely to be larger and less efficient than those on the
gas grid.
Signalling, incentives, further triggers, and backstop dates
needed to ensure fabric improvements are well timed and to
install more zero emissions heating systems before 2030:

•

Early announcement and robust communication of the 2025
phase-out, coupled with incentives for replacement of oil,
LPG and coal boilers coming to the end of their lives before
2025 with zero emissions options. These incentives should
support and be conditional on the early achievement of the
minimum fabric efficiency standard. This is necessary to help
prevent avoidable investments in replacement fossil fuel
boilers before 2025 that will need to be removed before the
end of their lives or will continue burning high carbon fossil
fuels beyond 2040.

•

Voluntary early retirement of all boilers over a certain age,
for example 10 years – defined as a notional end of life –
between 2025 and 2030 via a scrappage scheme, conditional
on achievement of the fabric efficiency standard. This will
increase the natural boiler replacement rate before 2030,
balance out the incentive to repair rather than replace, and
encourage replacement of systems and improvement of fabric
efficiency at a time more convenient than boiler breakdown.

•

An additional trigger point from 2025, from when homes
cannot be sold unless fossil fuel boilers over the notional end
of life age have been replaced with decarbonised systems. This
aligns with the use of the trigger point to require compliance
with the fabric efficiency standard (see section 6.1.3).

•

A backstop date of 2030 or 2035, after which the sale,
purchase or use of oil, LPG or coal is not permitted, also
ending the use of these fuels for cooking. A backstop date in
2030 would contribute significantly to the target for the vast
majority of off-gas homes to have zero emissions heating
systems by this date. It may also result, however, in the
removal of boilers installed in the early 2020s well before the
end of their life. A backstop date of 2035 would not require
boilers under 10 years old to be removed.

77

BEIS (2021) Phasing out the installation of fossil fuel heating in homes off the gas grid.

78

Scottish Government (2021) Heat in Buildings Strategy.

79

This is based on an assumption of a standard rate of 7% exchanged per year or around 12,000 of the 170,000 off-gas boilers each year. Based on UK market in which 90% of
homes are heated by boilers, c 24m, and a boiler replacement market of 1.7m a year, which is a 7% exchange rate, consistent with a lifetime of the average boiler of 14.3yrs.

80

Justified in the Heat in Buildings Strategy on the basis that off-gas fuels - oil, LPG and coal - are more carbon intensive and average fuel consumption of homes using off-gas
fuels is higher than those on the gas grid.
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•

A backstop date to end the use of grid gas in 2045,
implemented through gas network phase out. The
introduction of the phase-out regulation for homes on the
gas grid in 2030 could support full decarbonisation by 2045
using the natural replacement cycle, based on a 15-year
boiler lifetime. However, a backstop is needed to ensure that
gas boilers older than 15 years do not continue to burn fossil
gas beyond 2045 and to phase out the use of gas for cooking.

To illustrate the gap still to be filled in 2030, Figure 7 shows
the annual deployment that might be expected from the UK
market-based mechanism, the Scottish off-gas boiler phase out
with backstop dates of both 2030 and 2035 and the proposed
additional trigger of home sale for all boilers beyond a
notional age to be replaced. These measures could contribute
a cumulative 310,000 or 400,000 installations by 2030 using
the 2035 and 2030 backstop dates respectively. This is either
770,000 or 860,000 installations short of the 2030 target to
decarbonise the vast majority of off-gas homes and one million
on-gas homes.

Figure 7: Potential annual heat pump deployment under regulatory and market-based measures

SOURCES: EXISTING INSTALLATIONS, SCOTTISH GOVERNMENT HEAT PUMP SECTOR EXPERT ADVISORY GROUP INTERIM REPORT 2021;81 ADDITIONAL INSTALLATIONS

FROM THE MARKET-BASED MECHANISM, BEIS (2021) CONSULTATION ON A MARKET-BASED MECHANISM FOR LOW-CARBON HEAT: IMPACT ASSESSMENT. SUSTAINED RATE
AFTER 2028 ASSUMED; BOILERS BEYOND NOTIONAL END OF LIFE ASSUMED TO BE NON-CONDENSING BOILERS (24%, SCHS, 2019 TABLE 15), 4% ANNUAL HOME SALES,
REGISTER OF SCOTLAND (2021) 82

81

82

Scottish Government (2021) Heat Pump sector deal expert advisor group: interim report
gov.scot/publications/heat-pump-sector-deal-expert-advisory-group-interim-report/documents
Registers of Scotland (2021) Property market report 2020-21. ros.gov.uk/about/news/2021/property-market-report-2020-21
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The Scottish Government should work with the UK
Government to align the dates and approaches for the
phase out of all fossil fuel boilers. This would involve the UK
Government bringing forward the start of the off-gas boiler
phase out from 2026 to 2025 and the end of the use of oil, LPG
and coal to 2030 or 2035. It also requires the UK Government
to deliver on its ambition to phase out the installation of mains
gas boilers from 2035, by introducing regulations starting
earlier in 2030. Ending the use of fossil fuels in both on- and
off-gas areas is the area least likely to be wholly within the
devolved competencies of the Scottish Government to act
unilaterally, and an area in which it is most useful to align a
UK-wide approach. The UK Government and regulator should
come forward with a plan for the decommissioning of the gas
grid as soon as possible.

Contribution of the UK Government’s
market-based mechanism for heat pumps
The assessment of the additional contribution of the
UK Government’s market-based mechanism to heat
pump deployment estimates it will contribute 210,000
installations a year by 2028, under the central scenario.
If delivered geographically in proportion to the building
stock, the mechanism would deliver around 21,000
additional heat pumps in Scotland in 2028, and around
50,000 cumulatively 2024–2028. This falls considerably
short of the Scottish Government’s target for 200,000
zero emissions heat installations annually by the end
of the 2020s. It does, however, make a contribution
to moving the heat pump market across the UK
and contribute to Scotland’s targets. A conducive
environment for heat pump installations, created
by communications and incentives, could attract
disproportionate delivery in Scotland.

The journeys through the incentives and regulations for
households off and on the gas grid are illustrated in Figure 8
and Figure 9.

Figure 8: Journey for owner occupied households off the gas grid
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Figure 9: Journey for owner occupied households on the gas grid
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Further options to enable the swift decarbonisation of homes
by 2030 are in the box below.

1 million homes decarbonised by 2030
Achieving the 2030 target cannot rely on regulations
alone given the very short time frame. Regulatory
design should make use of all trigger points that are
useful to households to reduce inconvenience or cost,
but significant incentives to promote ‘voluntary’ action
are also needed:

•

Programmes to accelerate the switch to heat pumps
in newer homes and those that already meet the
fabric efficiency standard – the vast majority of which
are connected to the gas grid.

•

Area-based schemes targeting zero emissions heating
within areas of suitable homes.

•

Incentives for home sellers and buyers to replace
heating systems before their notional end of life when
complying with fabric standard from 2025.

6.2.3 Enforcement mechanism
Scottish Building Standards set out requirements relating
to the heating systems that can be installed, such as boiler
efficiencies and controls. This does not currently require a
building warrant, except where part of more major works, so
there is no statutory requirement to notify the authorities of
the installation of a new heating system or replacement boiler.
Microgeneration systems, including heat pumps, PV and solar
thermal are covered by the Microgeneration Certification
Scheme, but this is not a statutory requirement.
A form of registration of installations of all fossil fuel boilers
installations will be necessary in order to enforce and monitor
the fossil fuel boiler phase-out. This might be achieved at
minimal cost through an efficient online system and be linked
back to unique reference numbers for boilers, which will have
the additional benefit of regularising any installations by
unqualified installers. It will also allow for the generation of
data on installations across the country.
As with the fabric efficiency standard, placing responsibility for
compliance checking with the local authority allows enabling
and enforcement to go hand in hand.
Backstop dates might be enforced through the withdrawal of
sales or distribution of fossil fuels, and a full phase out of the
existing gas grid. Both of these actions will require coordinated
activity with the UK Government and the regulator – in
particular on a gas network phase out plan.
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6.2.4 Exceptions
Decarbonised heating options exist for all homes. Therefore,
no exceptions to the requirement to end the use of fossil fuels
should be necessary. The provision of adequate financial
support, particularly for lower income households, and
options suitable for all homeowners, is a crucially important
part of the necessary enabling framework.
However, phasing out the use of fossil fuel boilers at the
trigger point of replacement means the requirement to
change a heating system comes very often when a boiler has
broken down. Regulations and the framework of support
around them should therefore be sensitive to the need to
urgently re-establish heating provision. The incentives to
act before boiler breakdown set out above will contribute
to avoiding distress situations. However, a mechanism to
re-establish heat through temporary electric heating and
safeguards for running cost affordability for low-income and
fuel poor households should also be explored.
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6.3 Compliance routes for multi-occupancy buildings
The Scottish Government proposes to consult on options for a parallel regulatory approach for buildings with more than one
owner, such as tenements, which would require them to meet both fabric efficiency and zero emissions heating standards by
2040–45. This more flexible pathway is justified given the specific challenges of renovating in this sector.

6.3.1 Specific challenge of multi-occupancy buildings
Multi-occupancy buildings are often complex in that they
have multiple uses, multiple owners, occupiers and other
stakeholders involved in decision-making, and complex
legal ownership, practical and financial responsibility
arrangements.83 This justifies special consideration in the
regulations.
Tenements and flats make up 37% of all homes in Scotland
and around 21% of owner occupied homes.84 The vast
majority, 80%, of flats and tenements are currently heated
with mains gas, which is broadly in line with the rest of
the stock, however more homes in this category also use
electricity for heating (17%) leaving fewer (4%) heated by
other sources, including off-gas fossil fuels and district
systems.85 The energy performance of tenements and flats,
according to current EPC ratings, is better than the average,
with 57% in EPC classes A-C compared to 45% across the
stock. The condition of Scotland’s flats is a major concern,
however, with a situation of ‘critical disrepair’ particularly
acute in this stock.86
The ownership structures for tenements and flats in Scotland
is complex. For example, whilst common parts like internal
stairs and front doors are usually shared equally between
the owners, the roof, foundations and external walls can
be owned either in common or by the owner of the unit to
which they are attached.

83

Decisions relating to works on the building can be governed
by several different legal requirements. The default, for use
where title deeds do not contain specific provisions, is set out
in the Tenement Management Scheme - contained within the
Tenement (Scotland) Act 2004. This prescribes that decisions
on the strategic parts of the buildings must be taken by all
owners based on a majority vote, regardless of who owns the
element. Costs must be shared by all owners.87 This set of
rules relates to maintenance and repair, but improvements are
not covered. The Climate Change Scotland Act 2009 helpfully
defined insulation as a repair and maintenance activity but
other renovation works still fall outside this classification
and would require unanimous agreement by all owners. The
Tenement Management Scheme is, furthermore, only a default
arrangement and specific title deeds that establish different
arrangements take precedence creating a very complex
landscape.
In addition to the barriers associated with decision-making
processes and voting thresholds, there are challenges
with arranging and contracting works. In some buildings
the unit owners engage a ‘factor’ who typically carries out
regular inspections, is empowered to carry out minor works
and coordinates decision-making on larger works – but in
other buildings no such arrangements are in place. In these
situations, a lead owner - potentially the local authority where
at least one unit is in local authority ownership - can take on
planning and contracting of works but this carries significant
financial and practical responsibilities.

Economidou, M. (2017) Energy efficiency upgrades in multi-owner residential buildings: Review of governance and legal issues in 7 EU Member States. European Commission
Joint Research Centre. publications.jrc.ec.europa.eu/repository/handle/JRC110289

84

Scottish Government (2020) Scottish House condition survey: 2019 key findings. Tables 1 & 9

85

Scottish Government (2020) Scottish House condition survey: 2019 key findings – tables and figures. Table 6

86

Robertson, D. (2019). Why flats fall down: navigating shared responsibilities for their repair and maintenance. Report commissioned by Built Environment Scotland Forum with
support from property Managers Association Scotland and Scottish Federation of Housing Associations. befs.org.uk/policy-topics/buildings-maintenance-2/

87

Weatherall, D. McCarthy, F. & Bright, S. (2018) Property law as a barrier to energy upgrades in multi-owned properties: insights from a study of England and Scotland.
link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s12053-017-9540-5
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It is necessary to simplify the decision-making and contracting
of works to such buildings before any regulation requiring
renovation of these complex buildings can be effectively and
fairly enforced. The Scottish Parliamentary Working Group on
Tenement Maintenance88 convened to address this issue and,
in 2019, produced three recommendations:

•
•
•

Compulsory sinking funds
Compulsory owners associations
Compulsory 5-yearly property inspections

In response89 the Scottish Government has engaged the
Scottish Law Commission to explore reform, but the proposals
involve a fundamental change to property rights for owners
in tenements. The exercise is expected to take several years.
The recommendations below aim to contribute to the design
and development of a parallel pathway of regulations for
multi-tenure buildings, in advance of the results of the Law
Commission process.
The complexity of aligning interests of multiple stakeholders
and organising works for tenements and flats means that
a single deep renovation, to zero emissions or in readiness
of connection to a district heating system, may be the most
practical approach for many buildings. This would require a
different regulatory design to the two stage, fabric efficiency
followed by zero emissions heat system framework, set out for
single family homes.

Building on the more flexible pathway set out in the Heat
in Buildings strategy and cognisant of these challenges, the
proposals should be improved and clarified as follows:
Metric & standard
• The fabric efficiency standard and the
requirement to replace fossil heating with zero
emissions should apply to the whole building,
not just individual units.

Metric & standard

Triggers & dates
• Two standards may be applied simultaneously
rather than in sequence to reduce
administrative burden in more complex
buildings.
• Whole building triggers and area-based or
archetype-based backstop dates are more
suitable than individual unit triggers.
• Additional unit-based triggers for building
assessment and renovation plan.

Triggers & dates

Compliance
• Resource local authorities as the main
enabling and enforcement body.

Compliance

88

Scottish Parliamentary Working Group on Tenement Maintenance (online content)
underoneroof.scot/articles/1580/Tenements_Today___Tenements_Tomorrow_Conference/Scottish_Parliamentary_Working_Group_on_Tenement_Maintenance

89

Scottish Government (2019 updated in 2021) Tenement maintenance report: Scottish Government response.
gov.scot/publications/tenement-maintenance-report-scottish-government-response/
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6.3.2 Defining the regulation – the metric

6.3.3 Triggers and backstop dates

The overall requirements to meet a minimum fabric efficiency
standard and to use zero emissions heating by 2045 should
apply equally to multi-occupancy buildings as the rest of the
housing stock. Therefore, the minimum fabric standard should
apply, but to the overall building rather than just the individual
units. This will encourage whole building measures to meet the
standard and avoid works to individual units leaving common
areas unimproved. Currently EPC assessment and labels in
Scotland apply only to individual units.

The use of individual unit trigger points proposed for the
wider stock, of sale or replacement of a boiler for example,
are not as useful for mixed-tenure buildings. Trigger points for
individual units, which trigger works to those individual units,
do not align the interests of the various stakeholders or require
whole building works. Triggers for works at different times to
separate units could in fact could be quite unhelpful. Whole
building triggers, like a major renovation to the façade, roof or
heating system are more suitable than individual unit triggers.
Area-based triggers may be more effective, for example in
conjunction with the planning and sizing of a new district
heating system, with firm backstop dates.

An assessment of performance, a renovation plan and an EPC
label is therefore needed at whole building level in addition to
the existing system of individual unit assessments. This is in
line with common practice in other European countries that
have a large proportion of their housing stock in multi-family
buildings. In Spain, where 70% of housing is multi-family
buildings, an EPC can be generated for both the individual unit
and the building. In Germany, where 50% of housing is multifamily buildings, the EPC is always for the whole building, not
for the individual units.90
If the SAP methodology does not allow for the adaptations
required to create a single building EPC rating, a possible
alternative approach could be to develop a whole building
renovation plan with the improvement actions relating to the
whole building. In this case individual apartment EPCs would
need to meet the required standard.

The trigger of a unit being sold could however be used to
require an assessment and renovation plan for the building.
This would provide a buyer with information about the existing
performance of the building and the works required before
2040–45. The use of this trigger would also swiftly generate a
building assessment and plan, providing much needed data
and information. A mechanism for unit owners to effectively
collaborate and fund such an assessment will be needed, and
this may need to be subsidised and coordinated, possibly by
the local authority.
Balancing the need for law reforms to enable owners in
complex buildings to undertake renovations with the need
to move swiftly to decarbonise, means that further work
is required to identify opportunities to decarbonise faster.
Opportunities for earlier action may present themselves in,
for example, buildings in which a local authority or housing
association owns one or more units, buildings with a smaller
number of units and therefore owners to coordinate or
buildings with a single owner.

6.3.4 Enforcement mechanism
Compliance with the standards for tenements and flatted
buildings should be proved through registration of a compliant
EPC, through local authority-led zonal backstops and finally
through area-based phase-out of the gas grid.

Figure 11 (should be 10)

Figure 10: Journey for owner occupied households in multiple tenure buildings
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Stock statistics: EU Building Stock Observatory factsheet on building stock characteristics.
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2045

6.4 Gaps in the regulatory framework
Despite the proposals outlined in this report that expand on
and make more robust the framework of regulations set out by
the Scottish Government, gaps are still evident:

•

There are insufficient measures to deliver zero emissions
heating take up early enough in the 2020s.

•

The regulatory framework alone will not ensure that fabric
efficiency is improved in off-gas homes before fossil boilers
are replaced from 2025.

•

Incentives to achieve higher fabric efficiency than set out by
the minimum standard are missing. In many cases this will
be cost-effective and offer non-energy benefits.

•

There is a need to ensure gas connections are removed and
cooking with gas is phased out.

•

Support is needed for households to adopt demand side
flexibility measures, which may fall outside of the fabric
standard and the boiler replacement requirements.

•

The regulations contain no signals or incentives for
improvements to the efficiency and flexibility of heating
systems in homes currently heated by electricity.

All opportunities should be taken to fill these gaps
through incentives, signals and in the information
provided to households. Specific opportunities in the
enabling framework to address these gaps are included
in the next section.
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7. The enabling framework

The focus of this report is on regulation, but this will not be
effective unless accompanied by a framework of support
to enable homeowners and the supply chain to achieve
compliance, within the challenging timeframes set. A detailed
analysis of the support required is outside the scope of this
report, but key points specifically related to the introduction
of regulations and to filling the gaps left by the regulations
are highlighted.

A core principle is to establish a coherent, integrated and
well-resourced infrastructure of enabling and enforcement
depicted in Figure 11, such that there are no contradictions
in messaging and drivers to action. This requires very
good communications and links between the stakeholders
throughout the value chain and within delivery bodies so
that support can always be accessed alongside enforcement,
embracing the ‘no wrong door’ principle.

Figure 11: Illustration of the key elements of the enabling
framework around regulations
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Area-based plans and zoning, resourced enforcement, data access,
monitoring of impact, skills and supply chain development.
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The role of the proposed national public energy agency91
is key to ensuring the necessary coherence, oversight and
communications. This agency would be well-placed to
ensure positive and consistent national communications of
the regulations and the overall zero emissions transition. It
could also collate and provide access to data for planning,
monitoring and enforcement at local level, build skills, share
information and provide national-level monitoring of progress.
Local authorities are also a key part of both communications
and delivery. The effective integration of centralised, local
authority and community level communications is vital for
consistency of message. Clear links need to be made with
local Net Zero plans. Local authorities have a central role in
planning and building control, local area planning such as
for heat networks, defining compliance dates, overseeing
compliance of multi-occupancy buildings, and as the nearest
point of contact with a public authority for the majority of
residents.92 The requirement for adequate resourcing, both
financially and in terms of information and training, cannot
be underestimated. The requirements of this new regulatory
framework go considerably beyond ‘business as usual’ and
cannot be delivered through current resources.
A second core principle is to build on existing support systems
where they work well - illustrated in Figure 12 - and scale these
up significantly to meet the challenge ahead.
Figure 12: Existing information, practical support and financial support available nationally
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Home Energy Scotland free, independent advice

Home Energy Scotland loans and cashback
Home Energy Scotland equity loan
Warmer Homes Scotland advice and financial support for fuel poor households
Energy Eﬀicient Scotland Area-based Schemes advice and financial support
Energy Company Obligation (ECO) support for fuel poor households

Scottish Government (2021) National Public Energy Agency: call for evidence. consult.gov.scot/heat-in-buildings/national-public-energy-agency-call-for-evidence
Murtagh, N., Achkar, L., & Roberts, A. (2016). The people that no-one notices? The power of building control inspectors in sustainable construction. In P. W. Chan, & C. J. Neilson
(Eds.), 32nd Annual ARCOM conference, Manchester (pp. 1151–1160). Association of Researchers in Construction Management, V.
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7.1 Communications and public engagement
The transition required is a challenging one, not least because
of the need to mobilise individual homeowners to make
major changes to their homes, partly at their own expense,
and in some cases with significant disruption. The public
communications aspects are of critical importance. Generating
enthusiasm for home energy improvements can be supported
by raising awareness of multiple benefits, as well as the
urgency of climate change.

In addition to consistent and positive national and local
government messaging, several studies indicate the
importance of mobilising community networks, maximising
the range of ‘touch points’ to reach people, and the advantages
of ‘trusted intermediaries.93 This includes the building
tradespeople and installers who will deliver the work, are in
contact with homeowners on a regular basis, and can be the
front line in promoting as well as delivering home energy
improvements.

7.2 Consumer advice and support through the renovation process
The transformation required for owner-occupied homes
involves a range of technologies, applied to a nonhomogeneous housing stock, owned and lived in by individuals
with different household characteristics, lifestyles and financial
situations. The complexity of this challenge is significant for
homeowners faced with new regulations, and they will need
guidance to help them through the process. There is a clear
need not only for generalised energy information but also
for advice, specific to each home and household. This was
highlighted in the Each Home Counts review in 2016,94 and in
more recent studies.95

The consumer advice and information framework provides
opportunities to fill, or partially fill, a number of the gaps
identified in the regulatory framework. For example,
independent advice and building renovation plans are
a key tool to encouraging households to go beyond the
minimum fabric efficiency standard through assessments
of the benefits. Similarly, advice and renovation plans
can encourage households to adopt heat storage, heat or
electricity batteries, smart controls and other measures
to enable them to manage their electricity use at different
times of day. This can make the benefits of cheaper dynamic
tariffs available to households and offer significant demand
response services to the grid. Advice services can also advise
households on the removal of gas connections and gas for
cooking when removing a gas boiler to ensure they do not
continue to pay standing charges.

93

Kivimaa, P & Martiskainen, M. Innovation towards low energy buildings and the role of intermediaries in the transition - Review of Scholarly Case Studies in Europe.
In: Kähkӧnen, K & Keinänen, M, edss. CIB World Building Congress 2016, Tampere University of Technology, Finland. link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s12053-017-9547-y
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Bonfield, P. (2016) Each Home Counts: An independent review of consumer advice, protection, standards and enforcement for energy efficiency and renewable energy.
Each Home Counts – An Independent Review

95

Maby, C. (2020) Energising Advice. A scoping study on domestic consumer energy advice and information services in the UK. MCS Charitable Foundation.
mcscharitablefoundation.org/energising-advice-report
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7.2.1 Independent advice
Scotland has a well-established energy advice programme,
Home Energy Scotland, delivered by the Energy Saving Trust
on behalf of the Scottish Government, through regional
delivery agreements with specialist non-profit agencies, which
in turn work with local and community groups to maximise
outreach. Advice is delivered in a variety of formats and covers
finance for energy improvement measures as well as help in
identifying what measures to take, energy tariff and supplier
choices and energy saving behaviour. This programme is
further enhanced through the Greener Homes Network, a
library of examples of homes that have been improved. This
programme offers a strong base for further development to
support homeowners to comply with the proposed regulations,
but will need to be made more visible to all homeowners and
scaled up considerably to meet the challenge ahead.

7.2.2 One-stop-shops
While the commercially independent nature of advice
provision is highly valuable, the step from advice to installation
remains a difficult one for a homeowner without a clear
pathway to identifying and selecting installers for all the
relevant technologies. Installer listings exist for specific
technologies such as the Microgeneration Certification Scheme
and the Energy Saving Trust renewables installer finder tool,
but these do not comprehensively cover all the works required,
and there is a lack of provision outside the main urban centres.
In practical terms, the works across thermal insulation and
building services need to be coordinated and effectively
integrated, as noted in the development of the PAS2035 quality
framework,96 in which the role of a Retrofit Coordinator is
highlighted. The training and qualifications for this role are in
place,97 but provision within the supply chain is, as yet,
very limited. Effective and viable business models - whether
fully commercial, non-profit or as public services - offering
a fully integrated one-stop-shop service to homeowners to
deliver the full range of works required are currently missing.98

96

This is notwithstanding several promising initiatives across the
UK, such as The Carbon Coop in Manchester and Retrofit Works
in London, and the new Loco Home Retrofit in Glasgow, as well
as approaches such as Energiesprong and variations on the
theme of energy service and ‘heat as a service’ companies.99 It
is recommended that the Scottish Government reviews such
provision and supports the development of relevant services
across Scotland.

7.2.3 Building Renovation Plans including EPCs
One service offered by the one-stop-shop would be the
technical energy assessment and recommendations for
measures. Further to the recommended improvements to the
EPC and the underlying methodology behind it, the ratings
and related recommendations should be embedded in a full
Building Renovation Plan, setting out the steps to be taken
to achieve zero carbon emissions for the home in question.
This reflects the requirements of PAS2035 and the proposals
for Building Renovation Passports in recent revisions to the
Energy Performance of Buildings Directive. This should be
updatable, as works are installed, not least as many homes will
be renovated step-by-step over time, for practical and financial
reasons.
This approach requires a digital repository of the data collected
for the provision of the EPC, as well as the work done over
time. This is developed further in section 7.4 below.
A further recommendation is that a system for flat rate fees
is developed for these assessments and customer-facing
reports. This would be fairer for remote, rural and island
properties, and help to maintain quality, avoiding the pricing
pressures that has affected EPCs to date. It would aid planning
for subsidies where required. Local authorities might be
supported and resourced to offer this service, ensuring
availability in more remote areas.

BSI. (2019). PAS 2035:2019 Retrofitting dwellings for improved energy efficiency - specification and guidance.
Available at airflow.com/assets/pdf/knowledge%20center/pas%202035-2019,.pdf
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retrofitacademy.org
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Tingey, M., Webb, J., & van der Horst, D. (2021). Housing retrofit: six types of local authority energy service models. Buildings and Cities, 2(1), 518–532. DOI:
doi.org/10.5334/bc.104 Brown, D. (2018). Business models for residential retrofit in the UK: A critical assessment of five key archetypes. Energy Efficiency, 11(6), 1497–1517.
DOI: doi.org/10.1007/s12053-018-9629-5

99

Fabbri, M. de Groote, M. and Rapf, O. (2016) Building Renovation Passports: Customised roadmaps towards deep renovation and better homes. Building Performance Institute
Europe. bpie.eu/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/Building-Passport-Report_2nd-edition.pdf
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7.3 Supply chains and consumer protection
The availability of installers is a major concern with respect to
implementation of regulations on home energy efficiency and
zero carbon heating, particularly in the early stages. However,
the existence of a long-term regulatory framework will provide
medium-term certainty that can support growth in the supply
chain. This must be backed up by the necessary training and
qualifications, as reflected in the work of the short life working
group on quality assurance, including a skills matrix, and work
being undertaken by Scottish Government to develop a Heat in
Buildings Supply Chain Delivery Plan.

The introduction of regulations places a greater focus
on quality standards, consumer protection and redress.
The proposed system for heating installer certification
and registration of installations is one area which needs
significant improvement. The PAS2035 framework has
already been adopted in some major programmes, such as
the Energy Company Obligation, but is not obligatory across
all retrofit works outside of such programmes. An accessible
and affordable quality framework is necessary to ensure
consistency, and there may be a need for further support
and/or streamlining of processes to enable supply chains to
fully adopt PAS2035.  

7.4 Data availability and management
A repository of information - a ‘digital building logbook’ – is
proposed as part of a Building Renovation Passport system
where relevant information for each property is stored,
including relevant certificates and guarantees. Whilst a very
useful central repository, this concept has been developed by
commercial providers meaning there are different versions of
a digital building logbook emerging in the market. In parallel
there are publicly funded registers for EPCs, and databases
recording energy efficiency works (eg the HEED database).
It would be beneficial to integrate these multiple databases
within a single publicly procured logbook service so that it
can be freely accessed both at property level, and for stock
analysis and progress monitoring, with the appropriate data
protections built in. This might also be linked to the national
property registry as this is digitalised. It might also include data
on heating technologies installed and other relevant practical
information about each building, such as utility connections
and isolation points.
Such a centralised repository would also support quality
control requirements, as outlined in PAS2035, without adding
an additional separate level of administration.
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7.5 Financial support and incentives
The provision of adequate financial support is clearly a
key part of delivery of an effective regulatory framework.
A huge programme of investment is needed in large scale
transformative renovation programmes for buildings and
related infrastructure, eclipsing the already announced £1.8bn
over 5 years. The proposed framework of regulations will not be
sufficient alone to deliver on the Scottish Government’s targets
for 2030 and 2040 so appealing financial offers will play a role
in filling the gap.
The Heat in Building Strategy estimates the sum of £33 billion
to bring the Scottish building stock to zero emissions by 2045,
which will require the mobilisation of significant private sector
investment. The Green Heat Finance Task Force has been set up
to tackle this task.

An analysis of what is required is outside the scope of this
report, but key points include:

• Phase out of public funding for fossil fuel heating with
immediate effect.100

• A complete matrix of support suitable for all household
situations ensuring that no one falls through the gaps. A ‘onesize-fits all’ approach to support is inadequate.

• Full subsidy for lower income households, to avoid creating
further disadvantage – noting that fuel poor households may
need to take benefits of energy efficiency improvements
in improved comfort rather than bill savings. Adequate
provision of this subsidy is important to deliver on the
Scottish Government’s aim for the homes of the fuel poor
to reach EPC B by 2040, as well as the fuel poverty target of
no more than 5% by 2040, which will not be delivered by the
regulations alone.

• Collective as well as individual financial solutions are
needed. Both in terms of financial offerings – particularly for
sharing the costs of renovation in multi-family buildings –
and to enable collective purchasing.

• Incentives to go faster and further with energy efficiency
improvements. Finance or funding could be structured
to encourage households to go beyond the minimum
fabric standard ore replacing their fossil boiler with a zero
emissions one early by offering higher levels of support or
preferable rates. The support offered by KfW, the German
state-owned investment and development bank,101 and
the Czech Government’s New Green Savings scheme102
are structured in this way. Attractive incentive and finance
packages will be essential to meeting the ambitious targets
to install one million zero emissions heating systems before
2030.

• Provision of the ‘missing share’ of the capital costs for work
for multi-occupancy buildings, based on initiatives by local
authorities such as City of Edinburgh and Glasgow City
Councils, and ensuring that these are resourced to scale up.

100

The Heat in Buildings Strategy commits to “phase out funding for fossil fuel heating systems by 2024, where it is not detrimental to our fuel poverty objectives. We have already
phased out oil and LPG boilers from Warmer Homes”
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Kfw (online content) Existing properties: energy efficient refurbishment. kfw.de/inlandsfoerderung/Privatpersonen/Bestandsimmobilie/

102

Government of the Czech Republic (online content) New Green Savings Programme. novazelenausporam.cz
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7.6 Planning
A key issue that homeowners and those that advise them
will face is to find out what options are available to them – in
particular whether their home will be able to benefit from
a low carbon district heating network, a communal heating
system or even a localised hydrogen grid. Work is ongoing
to identify relevant zones, linking to Local Heat and Energy
Efficiency Strategies.
The timing of information regarding the outcomes is of critical
importance to the roll-out of a framework for regulation. Zones
must be identified before the boiler phase out regulations
begin. The zoning needs to be robust, with a high level of
confidence that the heat networks will be built, to allow
zonal exemptions from the boiler phase out regulations. An
alternative plan is needed to decarbonise heating in the area if
the planned network does not come to fruition.
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8. Next steps

This report has identified several essential, immediate next
steps to enable the continued development and introduction
of the regulations, necessary to put Scotland on track to zero
emissions by 2045.
This is a non-exhaustive list of key elements:

•

EPC reform of metrics and presentation, and to introduce a
building-level assessment for multi-occupancy or a whole
building renovation plan with improvement actions relating
to the whole building.

•

Assessment of the main Scottish housing stock archetypes
to define a fabric energy performance standard that allows
them to be heated using low flow temperatures and with
flexible heating schedules.

•

Modelling to compare maximum U values in Scottish
Building Standards against proposed overall fabric standard
for range of housing archetypes, and development of
guidance materials for achieving the proposed standard in
these archetypes.

•

Establishment of mandatory heating system installer
certification and heating system registration.

•

Area-based planning to identify areas for heat networks.
Development of support mechanisms to develop the
networks.

•

Legal reform needed to ease the process of renovating for
owners in tenements and flats, accompanied by building
specific or zonal plans and backstop dates for buildings to
comply with the regulations.

•

Further work to assess and divide up multi-occupancy
buildings to find opportunities to decarbonise faster.

•

Swift assessment of gaps in the enabling framework,
including funding and finance provision and steps to fill
these gaps.
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9. Conclusion

The need to end the reliance on fossil fuels and improve the
efficiency of Scotland’s homes has never been clearer. With the
backdrop of Scotland’s fast approaching climate targets, the
spotlight now is on the even more pressing need to liberate
households from the uncertainty and burden of high and
volatile fossil fuel prices.
The speed of change required will rely on a strong strategy,
coherent regulations and widescale support. A welldesigned framework of regulations to guide the whole
stock and individual buildings within it along the pathway
to decarbonisation would provide the clarity and certainty
needed to move safely at speed. Clear regulations align the
demand and supply chains with a common destination,
allowing the many sectors of the supply chain to scale up
to meet guaranteed demand. Transparent and definite
regulations communicate to each household their individual
role in getting to the shared decarbonised destination.
The Heat in Buildings Strategy provides a strong framework
and this paper aims to contribute to the development of
detailed regulations and support. It is now vital that this detail
is developed swiftly, with stakeholders and communities, to
allow the essential lead time to build awareness and capacity,
and to fill gaps in provision. Clarity enables early, no regrets
action by those who can.
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